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Letter of
Transmittal
Daniel Peralta
VICE PRESIDENT

Director of Business Development
Jacober Creative
Town of Surfside
Lindsay Fast
Tourism Director
9293 Harding Avenue
Surfside, FL 33154
This transmittal letter is presented in accordance to the requirement
of documentation to respond for marketing services for
Town of Surfside’s Tourist Bureau RFP.
In this letter we certify that Luisa Jimenez, Brand Strategist at
Jacober Creative is authorized to represent our company.

Yours truly,

Daniel Peralta
Vice President
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Q UA LI FI CATI ONS AND CAPABI LI TI ES OF T H E P ROP OS E R

A.

TASK: State the name of the agency or
organization, address, telephone number and
contact person for the proposal submission.
List all office locations. Identify the office from
which the Town’s Tourist Bureau account will
be serviced.

Contact Information, Expertise and Project Management

01.

Firm Contact
Agency
Jacober Creative
Address
690 Lincoln Road, Suite 201
Miami Beach, FL 33139
Phone
305.672.3293
Contact
Luisa Jimenez, Luisa@Jacober.com

A L L P HOTO GR A P HY IN RFP BY @JACOBERCREATIVE
6

Jacober Creative’s Miami Beach office
is the firm’s only location, and will be
where the Town’s Tourist Bureau
account will be serviced.

02.

Who We Are

We’re an award-winning design and marketing
firm, located just off of Miami Beach’s Lincoln
Road, founded in 2001 by Principal and Creative
Director, Paul Jacober. We’re a talented team
of creatives, marketers, developers and digital
strategists, dedicated to the art of building and
amplifying exceptional brands.

We believe anything is
possible (we think big, really
big) and we’re ready to work
with you to create a brand
strategy that achieves results.
To do this, we ask questions (lots of questions),
provide expertise, and gather ideas so that
we can understand client goals. We take a
comprehensive approach to every scenario that
extends across all platforms - design, web, social
media, packaging, trade show displays – and
our strategy knows no limits. The result is an
exceptional brand that delivers a clear message
with a strong identity and a dynamic design fit
for your audience.

countless brands to both domestic and
international consumers. Over the years
we’ve collaborated with some of the most
landscape-shifting (quite literally) pioneers in
the tourism and hospitality industry like Rubell
Hotels, Menin Hospitality, the Shelborne Hotel,
and of course the Town of Surfside.

RE Q UE ST FO R PRO POSA L

TASK: Provide a brief description of the history
and organization of the Proposer. Comment on
the Proposer’s expertise in travel and tourism
development, and relevant training of staff
assigned to produce analysis and studies.

Additionally, Jacober Creative has extensive
experience helping brand and market film
festivals such as the Miami International
Film Festival, the Miami Jewish Film Festival,
and the Miami International Children’s Film
Festival (a subsidiary of the New York
International Film Festival), where the focus
was attracting audiences from other major US
metropolitan areas, like Los Angeles,
New York, and Chicago.
F R O M MI A MI TO M A L I B U & M A N H ATTA N

we provide creative and
marketing services for commercial, public
and non-profit groups around the world. We
work in the print and digital space, developing
campaigns and multi-media productions
large and small. We keep abreast of the latest
trends, of the leading edge in technology,
and the changing ways in which consumers
interact with brands, goods and services. Our
team can (and does) handle a wide range of
projects and products, from retail to arts and
culture, from real estate to tourism.
TO MA D R I D:

We know how to get butts in seats, heads
in beds, shoppers in stores, and travelers to
destinations. We love to create. And we live
to make it happen for you. Give us the germ
of an idea and we’ll grow it into a full-blown
advertising and marketing campaign designed
uniquely for you.

Throughout our almost two-decade history in
South Florida’s tourism and hospitality epicenter,
Jacober Creative has helped create and optimize
7
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A.

03.

Contact Information, Expertise and Project Management

Awards
We’re an award-winning design and marketing firm, located just off of Miami
Beach’s Lincoln Road, founded in 2001 by Principal and Creative Director Paul
Jacober. We’re a talented team of creatives, marketers, developers and digital
strategists, dedicated to the art of building and amplifying exceptional brands.

8

RE Q UE ST FO R PRO POSA L

TASK: Describe Proposer’s internal organization and the manner in which services
will be furnished to the Town. Include and
identify those services, which may not be
available in the local office, but are available
from Proposer and how Proposer will access
those services. Provide an example of the
structure of servicing used for an account
similar to the Town’s Tourist Bureau.

04.

Internal Organization
Jacober Creative as an organization consists of creative, marketing, communications, and
web teams that report into three executives: Creative Director, Business Development
Director, and Brand Strategist. Of the services required by the Town of Surfside, all are
performed in-house by our team, except for larger productions like Video (360 or linear) and
Campaign photoshoots PR & SEO services. For those services, Jacober Creative has a large
network of trusted and respected creative talent that it can easily access and works with on
an ongoing basis.
05.

Account Structure
To service the Town of Surfside’s Tourist Bureau account, the account structure will continue
to follow the current project flow. All tasks and services are filtered through the Brand
Strategist, who is responsible for the project management with the relevant internal teams
the task requires. Creative initiatives will be supervised by the Creative Director, and all
financial matters will be managed by the Business Development Director.

Brand Strategist

Creative Initiatives

Business Development Director

Responsible for the
project management
with the relevant
internal teams the
task requires.

Supervised by the
Creative Director

Financial Matters

9
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A.
Contact Information, Expertise and Project Management

06.

Our Services
A Full Service Design & Marketing Firm

Identity
Logos, Branding, Packaging,
Editorial, Collateral, Content
Creation, Go-to-Market Strategy

10

Marketing +
Advertising
Research, Competitive Analysis, Media
Planning and Strategy, Buying, Social Media
Marketing, Digital Advertising, Data Analysis
+ Optimization, Experiential Marketing,
Experience Design, Tradeshow support

Digital

Other

Video, Motion Graphics, Web
Design, Custom Programming, 3D,
Content Management Systems,
E-Commerce, Mobile App
Development, Web Analytics, SEO

Whatever It Takes.

S EC TIO N 1
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B.
Document of Credentials, Capabilities, and Financial Data

01.

Business Overview
A creative design agency that knows no bounds

Jacober Creative formally began operations in 2001, as an expansion of Paul Jacober’s
work helping non-profit organizations and hospitality clients in Miami amplify their
branding and marketing efforts. As Miami’s economic growth climbed, so did Jacober
Creative’s projects and scope of services.
Initially focused on traditional branding and websites, we expanded upon these
services by welcoming a formal web development team in 2003. Likewise, the addition
of two Art Directors in 2010 and 2012 also brought new perspectives and talents to
our growing client list. Most recently in 2015, the addition of a dedicated digital team
overseeing all social and search marketing continues to create new ways we can create
cohesive and efficient marketing messages across all brand touchpoints.
While we continued to achieve a strong measure of success in the region until 2010, it
was our branding and marketing work with the wellness brand JugoFresh, a pioneer in
the cold-pressed juice trend, that garnered new attention from competitive markets like
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles and all the way to Hong Kong.
Since then, we’ve worked with a broad range of clients like Peloton, the Frost Museum
of Science, Virgin Voyages, Domus Hospitality Group, Douglas Elliman Real Estate,
Menin Hospitality, Tennis star Venus Williams and of course, the Town of Surfside, on a
variety of creative pursuits, from 360 Videos to experiential design and everything
in between.
Today we continue to push forward with new and more demanding opportunities, diving
into the world of social media and virtual reality, and continuing to explore the ways in
which technology can help us better understand new and more efficient ways to reach
our audiences.

12
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C.
Project Team, Key Personnel Resumes and Experience

TASK: Provide, in detail, the experience and
qualifications of the Proposer’s management team
and key personnel, in providing similar services
and plans as proposed in this RFP. List the names
of the proposed service team and describe each
member’s role, as well as an organizational chart
of named personnel proposed to be involved in
providing the strategic plan and the Services
pursuant to the plan.
01.

Jacober Creative Management Team

Paul Jacober,
P RIN CIPAL & C R EAT I V E D I R EC TOR
Mr. Jacober is the founder and director, of Jacober Creative, also affectionately referred to as the Face
of the Place. After graduating with a degree in Journalism from Pepperdine University, he moved to New
York City to be a part of the launching team behind VIBE magazine. He brings his love of design and
editorial layout as a motivating force behind the clean and concise aesthetic Jacober Creative is known for.
He has provided creative and branding services for commercial and non-profit groups around the world,
working in the print and digital space, and developing campaigns and multi-media productions. He also
sits on the board of local arts organization, Locust Projects. Mr. Jacober has over three decades of design,
marketing and journalism experience that he will bring to marketing services for the Town of Surfside’s
Tourism Bureau. Over the course of his career, his work has been recognized for excellence from the Arango
Design Foundation (Finalist, Arango Design Award for Emerging Talent, 2000), and the Design Center of
the Americas (Designer of the Year, 2009). Under his direction, Jacober Creative won two Flagler Awards
from Visit Florida: Best In Show & Gold “Henry” Award for the Surfside Visitor Guide in 2016. He will lead the
Jacober Creative team in the new Surfside tourism marketing proposal by directing all creative initiatives,
from campaign development to new messaging initiatives.

Daniel Peralta

DIRECTOR OF BU SI N ESS D EV ELOP M E N T
Mr. Peralta is a seasoned business development professional with a broad career highlighted by creative
design, client relationship management and sales success. Part of the Jacober Creative team since 2010, he
regularly flexes his industrial design and manufacturing background. Part of His role in the new proposal for
Surfside tourism marketing will be the project management of larger photo and video production efforts,
as well as the ongoing financial management of the project. His production, large format printing and trade
show experience will help support all event activities.

Luisa Jimenez

BRA N D ST R AT EG I ST
Ms. Jimenez has worked as a brand strategist and marketing professional for the past decade, and since
2015 with Jacober Creative. She develops and executes comprehensive marketing strategies that span
social media, digital, communications, and experiential initiatives, and analyzes, optimizes, and reports on
campaign metrics across all social and digital platforms. Her background in advertising and marketing in the
luxury and tech sectors give her a unique perspective on understanding the Surfside visitor. Ms. Jimenez will
continue this work as part of the new proposal for Surfside’s tourism marketing.
14

Kerry Burt,
LEAD DEV ELOP ER
Ms. Burt has been a leader in website development since the early days of the World Wide Web, first with
her own company Recognition Media, and more recently with Jacober Creative. She has served clients
across the globe, building, launching and managing websites and administration systems. She works with
Django, CSS, HTML, JS and ASP programming. For the proposed new Surfside marketing efforts, Mr. Burt
will continue optimization of the Visit Surfside site and develop mobile app initiatives.

RE Q UE ST FO R PRO POSA L

A DDITIO N A L KEY P ER SON N EL F OR S U R F S I D E R F P

Adriana Maz,

A RT DIRE C TOR , G R A P HI C D ESI G N E R
Ms. Mazariegos has been with Jacober Creative since 2012, and has worked on all three tourism marketing
campaigns for the Town of Surfside, which in 2016 won a “Visit Florida Flagler Award: Best In Show & Gold
“Henry” Award.” She is talented and recognized Art Director, and is skilled in illustration, editorial layout,
lettering and branding designs. Ms. Mazariegos has a BFA in Fine Arts and Graphic Design, Cum Laude.
Born and raised in Miami, she will bring her knowledge of the city’s tourism dynamics and her unique,
creative eye to the proposed new Surfside tourism creative efforts.

Nicole Jeske,

GRA P HIC D ESI G N ER
Ms. Jeske is the newest addition to the staff at Jacober Creative. A graduate of University of Texas, where
she majored in Advertising, she brings her experience creating ad campaigns for non-profits and national
restaurant groups. She is proficient with Illustrator, HTML and Adobe Creative Cloud. She will bring her
graphic designs skills to the proposed new Surfside tourism marketing efforts, including working on social
content, creating branded print collateral and support for all web designs.

Greg Shaughnessy

SEO & DI G I TA L M A R KET I N G
Mr. Shaughnessy specializes in organic SEO and specializing in lead generation. With 15 years
of experience and a broad skill set, he began his SEO career at Progressive Insurance, where he
aggressively optimized their search marketing efforts. He covers all facets of marketing in a myriad of
industries, managing $5.2 million in Pay Per Click advertising a year. For the proposed new Surfside
marketing efforts, Mr. Shaughnessy will continue to optimize search and paid digital advertising efforts.

Marcelo Salup

A DVERTI SI N G A N D M A R KET I N G ST R ATE GY
As a consultant, Mr. Salup has increased revenues, grown market share and boosted brand awareness for
industry leaders Coca-Cola, General Motors, MasterCard, Bristol- Colgate-Palmolive and DIRECT. He blends
creative vision, media expertise and marketing ability with a lifelong passion for innovation and excellence
to create and implement highly successful marketing and advertising strategies that accelerate growth. He
has developed and implemented these winning strategies for a wide range of multinationals in the U.S.,
Latin America, Asia and Africa. For the proposed new Surfside marketing efforts, Mr. Salup will lead all
marketing research and analysis.
15
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C.

ADDITION A L KEY P ER SON N EL F OR S U R F S I DE R F P

Project Team, Key Personnel Resumes and Experience

Robert H. Rosenberg
COPYWR I T ER

Mr. Rosenberg has worked with Jacober Creative, writing advertising copy, video scripts and web
content for the past several years. He has more than three decades of experience in marketing, publicity,
writing and event production, and is an Emmy Award-winning leader in the Miami and national arts
scene. He was the Founding Director of both the Coral Gables Art Cinema and the Miami Gay & Lesbian
Film Festival. Mr. Rosenberg will provide public written content for all aspects of the proposed new
Surfside marketing efforts.

Nicolette Connell
A RT DIRE C TOR

Nicolette is not only our West Coast Art Director but also our music expert. When she’s not traveling
the world frequenting music festivals, she’s leading the way with our most avant-garde illustration
and conceptual projects. She’s lead several of Jacober Creative’s most visible clients like the Jungle
Electronic Music Festival based out of Hong Kong, JugoFresh, and the ABAE hotel in South Beach (a
subsidiary of The Domus Group). A graduate from Flagler College in St. Augustine — she’s happiest
when backpacking with her identical twin sister. She brings her unique illustration and storyboarding
skills to the Surfside account.

Xabier Reyes

SOCIA L M ED I A COOR D I N ATOR
Mr. Reyes is an experienced content marketing manager focusing on results-focused marketing. His in-depth
knowledge of social media marketing and expertise in identifying emerging market trends helps propel
Jacober Creative’s social media success. He brings over 3 years of experience specializing in social media
dissemination and management to Jacober Creative and the Town of Surfside’s social media efforts.

Joanna Davila
COPYWR I T ER

Joanna Davila is a creative copywriter with a distinct eye for curation. At Jacober Creative she works with
brands to help craft their story through immersive marketing, engaging content, and beautiful visuals.
Her work focuses on the lifestyle, fashion, real estate, and hospitality industries, where her passion for
content helps brands shine. She will bring her copywriting and research skills to continue expanding
Surfside’s blog.

Ricardo Lizama

MOTION G R A P HI C S / V I D EO
Ricardo has been Jacober Creative’s source for video production and motion graphics since 2014.
He’s highly experienced in all facets of multimedia production and brings over 26 years of experience to
the team.

16

Bowie tumbled into our lives when he was brought to our office on Halloween 2016, in need of a home.
He’s been working in our client relations department ever since. He regularly sits in on creative meetings
and proactively lends a hand (paw), mostly around lunchtime.

RE Q UE ST FO R PRO POSA L

Bowie

Charlie
Our Chief Canine Officer. Although lacking in size, he makes up for it by scaling the tallest object. Probably
the most judicious member of our team, he enjoys long naps and going commando whenever possible.

17
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RE Q UE ST FO R PRO POSA L

02 .

Organizational Chart
Daniel Peralta

Paul Jacober
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TASK: A resume of each individual, including
education, experience, and any other pertinent
information, shall be included for each team member to be assigned to provide the strategic plan
and Services to the Town. Additionally, identify the
staff person who would be the day-to-day contact.

03.

Paul Jacober
California-raised and educated, Paul Jacober went on to hone his design skills in New York’s
publishing scene, then moved to Miami where he started building up a strong roster of clients
in the arts and burgeoning real estate sector. He is experienced in graphic design, website
programming, brand identity development, social media production, still and moving image
production, small business management, and writing and editing for publication. He is
computer proficient with Macintosh systems, Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop Indesign, Quark
Express, Django CMS, Wordpress, Squarespace, Premiere, After Effects and php.

P R OF ESSI ON A L EX P ER I E N C E
Principal & Creative Director – Jacober Creative, 2000 to present
This award-winning boutique design and marketing firm, located just off of Miami Beach’s Lincoln
Road, was founded by Paul Jacober to provide creative and branding services for commercial and
non-profit groups around the world. They work in the print and digital space, developing campaigns
and video promotions large and small. With a full-time staff of seven and five affiliated designers and
programmers, the company has annual receipts of over half a million.
Clients have included Peloton, Venus Williams, SWATCH, Frost Museum of Science, Jugo Fresh, Miami
International Film Festival, Miami Jewish Film Festival, Town of Surfside, Hong Kong Jungle Electronic
Music Festival, ID PR, Malibu’s Trancas Country Market, Menin Hospitality, Alliance for GLBTQ Youth,
The HOMY Collective, Dominican Republic’s Tropicalia Foundation, and New York’s Point Foundation.
Unique Jacober Creative group art projects have included “IRL: In Reel Life Pop-Up,” Miami Art Week
movie-inspired installation at Miami Beach Cinematheque, and “High Tides: Tales of Mermaids, Mayhem
& Miami Beach,” a grownup “coloring book.”
Editor & Art Director – Miamigo, 1999-2002
Founding Editor of this Miami Beach lifestyle weekly, as well as Art Director, responsible for layout,
editing and production of this 40-plus pages periodical.
Graphic Designer – Rubell Hotels, 1998-1999
Principal graphic designer for Rubell Hotels, owner of such iconic Miami hotel properties as the Albion
Hotel, the Greenview Hotel, and Beach House Bal Harbour, as well as the Rubell Collection, the owning
family’s renowned Wynwood gallery.
Freelance Graphic Artist – 1998-2000
Graphic artist for non-profit arts organizations and small businesses in Miami, FL. Clients included
South Florida Arts Center, Wire Weekly, among others.
20

PAUL JACOBER
RESUME

RE Q UE ST FO R PRO POSA L

PAGE TWO

Editor-In-Chief – Newport News, 1996-1997
This was a family-owned, start-up, weekly newspaper in Newport Beach, California. As
Editor-in-Chief, responsible for all final copy, creating some original content, supervising
a group of writers as well as the advertising department, and production and distribution.
During this period the paper was certified (adjudicated) for acceptance of legal notices.

Staff Writer & Assistant Art Director – Sun-Post, 1995-1996
Worked as the principal staff writer and assistant art director for this weekly Miami Beach
newspaper.
Administrative & Production Assistant – Max Racks, 1994-1995
Worked in a range of production capacities for this New York-based publishing and
advertising company.
Internship – Museums New York Magazine, 1994
Editorial intern for this monthly general public magazine that covered and promoted New
York City museums and galleries.

Internship – Vibe Magazine, 1994
Art department intern for this Quincy Jones-published and Jonathan Van Meter-edited
downtown New York City monthly.
Editor – Currents, 1993
As editor of this Pepperdine University student magazine, art directed a special issue about
the entertainment industry, including writing select articles, editing other student writers,
and supervising overall production.
AWARDS
•
Visit Florida Flagler Award, Best In Show & Gold “Henry” Award for
		Surfside, FL Visitor Guide (2016)
•
Honda L.A. Marathon Presented by K-Swiss, Apparel Design Contest
		Winner (2010)
•
Design Center of the Americas (DCOTA), Designer of the Year (2009)
•
Arango Design Foundation, Top Five Finalist (2001)
•
Neenah Papers, Bronze Award for work for Rubell Hotels (1999)

E DUCATION
Pepperdine University Malibu, California 1990-1993
B.A. in Journalism
COMMUNITY SE RV I C E
Locust Projects non-profit arts organization 2018
Member, Board of Directors

21
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Daniel Peralta
Seasoned business development professional with a broad-based career highlighted by
creative design, client relationship management and sales success. Able to integrate solid
revenue and profitability results while identifying and capitalizing on business opportunities.
Extended experience in new product development and high-profile client relations.
Specialties include excellent negotiation skills; client relationship management; international
business development; cold calling, networking and prospecting. Proficient in AutoCad
and Illustrator.

P R OF ESSI ON A L EX P ER I E N C E
Director of Client Development – Jacober Creative, 2013 to present
This award-winning boutique design and marketing firm, located just off of Miami Beach’s Lincoln
Road, provides creative and branding services for commercial and non-profit groups around the
world. During my time with this company I have brought in such clients as Plaza Construction, DFAS,
SWATCH, 2R Creative, Jardens and Concacaf. We work in the print and digital space, developing
campaigns and video promotions large and small. With a full-time staff of seven and five affiliated
designers and programmers, the company has annual receipts of over half a million.
Director of Business Development – Asylum Marketing, 2010-2013
Led business development initiatives to improve sales and revenue for this digital incentives
marketing company that focuses on Latin America, with revenues of almost one million dollars during
my first year. Focused on the development of marketing strategies and material, brand awareness
and increase market penetration. Secured appointments with high-level executives. Drove and
developed critical client relationships in the luxury, alcohol, visual arts, cosmetic, and consumer goods
industries. Performed a key role in establishing the organization as a premiere provider of services
throughout the Miami market.
Industrial Designer – Displays by NHG, 2008-2010
Directed the Design Department of this South Florida company to develop creative and profitable
design solutions for display proposals according to client needs. Executed design solutions under
style, manufacturability, packaging and shipping requirements to maintain secure profit margins.
Developed design concepts by researching new materials and their applications as well as
manufacturing processes that complemented production capacity and resources. Negotiated key
component productions with suppliers to maintain or improve projected revenues as well as quality
standards.
Sales & Production Manager – Diversified Displays of South Florida, 2003-2008
Secured manufacturing contracts for this commercial displays company, including international
groups such as France Telecom in El Salvador and Telefónica de El Salvador, and brought in national
companies such as Macys/Federated Stores, among others. Developed and maintained a successful
control system to minimize cost and maximize quality for specified quantities of manufactured goods.
Ensured that designs maintained their integrity as manufacturing challenges arose in production.
Developed and implemented production tracking and quality control systems, prepared operational
reports to detect production problems, and scheduled maintenance activities. Managed twenty
direct reports in production while directing and coordinating all manufacturing activities. Personally
generated approximately $150,000 in revenue from new sales each year.

22

DANIEL PERALTA
RESUME

RE Q UE ST FO R PRO POSA L

PAGE TWO

Industrial Designer – Displays by NHG, 2008-2010
Directed the Design Department of this South Florida company to develop creative and
profitable design solutions for display proposals according to client needs. Executed
design solutions under style, manufacturability, packaging and shipping requirements to
maintain secure profit margins. Developed design concepts by researching new materials
and their applications as well as manufacturing processes that complemented production
capacity and resources. Negotiated key component productions with suppliers to maintain
or improve projected revenues as well as quality standards.
AWARDS
Visit Florida Flagler Award, Best In Show & Gold “Henry” Award for Surfside, FL
Visitor Guide (2016)

EDUCATION
E.A.E. Business School Barcelona, Spain 1994-1996 Masters of Business Administration
University of the Arts Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 1988-1992 B.A in Industrial Design.

23
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Luisa Jimenez
Marketing and branding professional with over a decade of professional experience.
Experience with public speaking and press engagements. Working knowledge of
Salesforce, ACT!, Google Analytics, Sprout Social, Hootsuite, Microsoft Office Suite,
Keynote, AdDatabase, MagazineRadar, Docusign, ConstantContact, Basic HTML,
Adobe Photoshop, InDesign. Bilingual in English and Spanish.

P R OF ESSI ON A L EX P ER I E N C E
Brand Strategist – Jacober Creative, 2015 to present
This award-winning boutique design and marketing firm, located just off of Miami Beach’s Lincoln
Road, provides creative and branding services for commercial and non-profit groups around the
world. As Brand Strategist, source and pitch new clients in diverse industries, including lifestyle,
real estate, hospitality, and non-profit, and drive revenue via the creation of new business proposals
that answer clients’ current and anticipated needs, while leveraging Jacober Creative’s talent and
resources. Develop and execute comprehensive marketing strategies that span social media, digital,
communications, and experiential initiatives. Communicate directly with clients on needs and
objectives, and translate those into actionable items for Jacober Creative team through detailed
creative briefs. Analyze, optimize, and report on campaign metrics across all social and digital
platforms, and ensure brand message consistency across all internal and external brand extensions.
Direct and manage the public relations, SEO, social media, and copywriting teams, ensuring crossplatform initiatives work seamlessly, and supervise the project management of all new client work,
ensuring all teams meet deadlines.
Marketing Consultant – Fashion Project, Bal Harbour Shops, 2015
Conceived of and executed weekly cultural programming events for this costume and couture
exhibition space, collaborated with PR contacts at key retail partners on press-worthy event
activations, and built and maintained press, influencer/blogger, and talent relationships. Oversaw
all social media efforts, from content creation to implementation and analysis. Wrote copy for press
releases, marketing collateral, mailers and digital media.
Director of Business Development – TabbedOut, 2014 to 2015
Launched operations in Los Angeles and Miami for TabbedOut, a mobile payment app developed for
the hospitality industry. Secured partnerships with more than 50 notable hospitality partners. Helped
develop and pitch “Liquid to Lips” direct-to-consumer marketing program to wine and spirit brands
such as Bacardi, Grey Goose, Jameson, and Veev. Oversaw the hiring and development of various
roles in the support team. Elevated the messaging and tone of social media and marketing collateral,
generating a better brand experience for consumers and partners.
Marketing & Business Development Director – OSL Holdings, Inc.: Equality Rewards, 2013
Developed and executed a go-to-market strategy for this Los Angeles-based mobile cause marketing
platform linking LGBT-friendly businesses, consumers, and non-profits. Supervised product launch,
including merchant and user acquisition, content creation, event production, social media management
and email marketing. Arranged and secured partnerships with crucial L.A. philanthropic and special
interest groups such as L.A. Pride, Outfest, AIDS Project L.A. and the AIDS Healthcare Foundation.
Prospected, pitched and negotiated deals with national retail and entertainment partners.
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Sales Curator –Gilt City Miami, 2010 to 2013 				
Identified and maintained relationships with decision-makers at key retail, salon, spa, hotel
and restaurant partners that for the luxury lifestyle site that offers memorable adventures
and exclusive offers. Leveraged Gilt City’s significant online, editorial, social media and
event integration to develop and sell multi-faceted marketing plans to brand partners.
Increased brand awareness and public outreach through relationships with prominent social,
philanthropic, and press outlets.

Advertising and Marketing Manager – Conde Nast Publications, 2007 to 2010
Developed this Condé Nast magazine’s local restaurant advertising sections by selling,
prospecting and building relationships within the New York restaurant industry. Assisted in
the organization and execution of various added value and client entertaining events. Began
as advertising assistant at Bon Appetit Magazine and promoted to Marketing Manager
overseeing accounts for Vogue, Vanity Fair, and SELF magazines.
Marketing Manager and On-Air Personality – Aztéca America, 2006 to 2007
Guided clients through the planning and production of successful advertising campaigns for
this Orlando, Florida Spanish-language television station. Managed trade show production,
advertiser activations, and other special events
AWARDS
Visit Florida Flagler Award, Best In Show & Gold “Henry” Award for Surfside, FL
Visitor Guide (2016)
E DUCATION
Florida State University Tallahassee, FL 2002-2006
Major: Marketing with an emphasis in Multinational Business
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Kerry Burt
After relocating to Florida from England, Kerry’s background began in accounting,
specializing in computer systems design and installation. After teaching classes
in computerized accountancy and information technology, she began work in
programming for the internet. She currently leads an expert team of web developers
for the Miami Beach-based Jacober Creative. Her platform of choice is Django, due
to its elegance and the powerful, yet simple, CMS it offers to clients.

P R OF ESSI ON A L EX P ER I E N C E
Lead Developer– Jacober Creative, 2014 to present
This award-winning boutique design and marketing firm, located just off of Miami Beach’s Lincoln
Road, provides creative and branding services for commercial and non-profit groups around the
world. As Lead Developer, I recruit and manage a team of expert developers with expertise in all areas
of modern web technologies. Responsible for project architecture design, feasibility, planning and
scheduling. Work closely with design team during all phases of the web development process. Manage
all technical project trafficking, testing and quality assurance. Manage version control and on-going
updates for Jacober client sites. Provide client CMS training and ongoing support. Front end and
backend programming as required.
Project Manager – Recognition Media, 2001 to 2013
This Florida-based boutique web design company serves clients worldwide. As Project Manger, I
managed, launched and built websites and administration systems for clients. I worked with a wide
range of clients from local companies to multinational organizations, developing and maintaining
solid ongoing relationships with clients. Was responsible for project planning, staff asset organization
and scheduling, oversee all conceptual systems, designs and usability planning. I managed all project
trafficking, content control and project launch deadlines, including providing CSS, HTML, JS, .NET,
Python, Django.
Director – Fast Forward Publishing, 1999-2001
Produced music DVD’s filmed on location in Miami, London, Ibiza and Puerto Rico for worldwide retail
as part of this South Florida-based company. Was responsible for music licensing, DJ sourcing, filmshoot location planning and direction. Liaised with film editors and design staff to create finished
product, cover designs and supporting materials.
Operations Consultant – The South Beach Group, 1997-199
Contracted to open and implement operational systems for two partially renovated Art Deco hotels for
this hospitality company. Created and implemented successful information systems. Hired, scheduled
and trained all members of staff including department heads. Was responsible for accounting,
profitability, budgeting, forecasting and financial planning
Operations Consultant – The South Beach Group, 1997-199
Contracted to open and implement operational systems for two partially renovated Art Deco hotels for
this hospitality company. Created and implemented successful information systems. Hired, scheduled
and trained all members of staff including department heads. Was responsible for accounting,
profitability, budgeting, forecasting and financial planning.
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Director of Operations – Park Washington Development Company, 1992-1997
Managed operations of three hotels based in South Beach for this hospitality company.
Developed and implemented operational structure and departmental procedures, and
installed and supported all information technology systems. Hired, trained, evaluated and
managed all staff members including department heads. Was responsible for accounting,
profitability, budgeting, forecasting and financial planning. Created loyal customer base with
repeat business annually.
Computer Sales Team Leader – MJN Technology, 1990-1992
Sales team member for a large direct sales computer manufacturer based in Cheltenham,
U.K., including telephone and direct sales of computer desktop and network systems to
home, business and institutional buyers. Honored as top salesperson for the both years with
the company.
IT Consultant – Spiral Business Systems, 1990-1992
Contracted to install and train staff members on computer systems for an office supply
company based in Cheltenham, U.K. Provided full investigation and analysis of existing
company methods and procedures and offered recommendations prior to installation.
Systems installed included a UNIX order processing system for stationery sales and stock
control, a PC based accounting network system and database and job costing systems for
service plans.
Computer Systems Support – Advantage Business Systems, 1988-1989
Setup a new division with this U.K. company to provide computer sales, installation and
training to local businesses.
Computerized Accounts Consultant – Robin Oliver & Company, 1987 – 1988
Assisted clients of this U.K. accounting firm to computerize their existing
accounting systems.

T EACHIN G
Have taught computerized accountancy to small business owners, and information systems
to HND students (UK – Higher National Diploma) for the Gloucestershire College of Arts &
Technology.
EDUCATION
Gloucester College of Arts & Technology Gloucester, U.K. 1982-1984
1984 B.A. in Industrial Design B.A. in Industrial Design
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Adriana Maz
Adriana Mazariegos is an Art Director and Designer, with specialties in branding,
editorial layout, lettering, illustration and type design. Technical skills include Adobe
CC (Ps, Ai and In), Microsoft Office, Sketch and Squarespace.

P R OF ESSI ON A L EX P ER I E N C E
Lead Art Director and Designer – Jacober Creative, 2012 to present
This award-winning boutique design and marketing firm, located just off of Miami Beach’s Lincoln
Road, provides creative and branding services for commercial and non-profit groups around the world.
As the lead art director and designer, manage multiple projects, conceive, design, and develop new
and existing brands across all platforms in print, web design, social media, and content creation. Work
with team members throughout the creative process, from concept generation to final implementation,
and set visual branding for print and on-line/digital imagery. Establish style guides for production
personnel to follow to achieve a high standard of design with consistency and speed. Worked on all
three tourism marketing campaigns for the Town of Surfside, which in 2016 won a “Visit Florida Flagler
Award: Best In Show & Gold “Henry” Award.”
Graphic Designer – Multimedia Marketing Associates, 2009-2012
Worked for this Pembroke Pines, Florida-located marketing firm on print layout of government
marketing materials, mainly focused on State outreach for park and wildlife awareness. For digital
platforms, designed the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers app, and designed interactive touch screen
graphics for the OWW Visitor Center. Designed graphics for video content., and oversaw production
of government informational videos. Additionally, worked with team and production company to
create two exhibits for the Okeechobee Waterway Visitor Center, including creating informational and
interactive graphics.
Junior Graphic Designer – Onerockwell Studio 2008-2009
Created fashion and lifestyle brand print catalogs and marketing material, as well as did apparel
photography for print and e-commerce, for this graphic design studio located in Coral Gables, Florida.
Junior Graphic Designer – Can I Have Your Attention (CIHYA), 2008-2009
Created print marketing material and package design for new and existing brand, as well as did
lifestyle and product photography for print and e-commerce, for this graphic design studio located in
Miami Beach.
Junior Graphic Designer – Arrso Restaurants 2008
Print and digital flyer design for local nightlife events, and marketing materials for restaurants Arrso
and Karu & Y, based in Miami
AWA R DS
Visit Florida Flagler Award, Best In Show & Gold “Henry” Award for Surfside, FL Visitor Guide (2016)
Dribble Miami, Guest Speaker, discussing work in lettering and illustration (2016)
American Recreation Coalition Beacon Awards, Exhibition Design, Lake Okeechobee
Visitor Centers (2011)
Bronze Telly Award for Digital Illustration, provided digital illustrations for motion graphics
used in award-winning video (2011)
ED U C AT I ON
Miami International University of Art & Design Miami, Florida 2005-2009
B.F.A. in Fine Arts in Graphic Design, Cum Laude
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Creative graphic designer skilled in Microsoft Office, illustration, HTML, CSS, and
Adobe Creative Cloud (Photoshop, Illustrator, Indesign, Flash, Premiere Pro).
Trained photographer. Fluent in English, and conversational Spanish.

RE Q UE ST FO R PRO POSA L

Nicole Jeske
P R OF ESSI ON A L EX P ER I E N C E
Graphic Designer – Jacober Creative, 2018
This award-winning boutique design and marketing firm, located just off of Miami Beach’s Lincoln
Road, provides creative and branding services for commercial and non-profit groups around the world.
Responsibilities include strategizing, branding and creating original photographic content for social
media; creating supporting branded collateral and print ads; and UX and layout, web maintenance, and
web banners for digital platforms.
Graphic Designer – NM+U, 2016-2018
Worked at this Miami-based design studio focused on international franchises and travel brands.
Responsibilities included campaign concepts and execution; UX and web layouts and banners,
and social posts for digital platforms; print ads, marketing materials, billboards, and event booths;
storyboarding and producing short-form video content; strategizing, branding and creating original
photographic content for social media; and overseeing and directing lifestyle and food photo shoots.
Graphic Designer – StudioGood, 2015-2016
Worked at this Dallas-based design studio with a range of clients, including non-profits, start-ups and
large corporations. Designed UX and illustrated a children’s Spanish learning app. Created logos, brand
guidelines, websites, paper collateral, business cards, letterhead, and direct mail pieces for a variety of
clients. Worked in social media designing posts, ads and social skins.
Graphic Designer – Center for Child Protection, 2014-2015
At this non-profit Austin, Texas social service organization, contributed and created the design for
invitations, complimentary print pieces, print and digital ads, and out of home pieces for four major
successful fundraising events. In addition, assisted with design and creation of new website; created,
designed and edited HTML in Constant Contact emails; worked with a local ad agency to create a
campaign to raise awareness of child abuse in the Austin community; and edited a promotional video
for fundraising events.
ED U C AT I ON
University of Texas Austin, Texas 2010-2014 B.S. in Advertising, Minor in Spanish
IES Abroad Barcelona, Spain 2012 Intensive Spanish Immersion Program
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Greg Shaughnessy
Greg Shaughnessy focuses on search marketing and specializes in lead generation
for the highly competitive financial services industry. With years of experience and a
broad skill set, he covers all facets of marketing in a myriad of industries.

P R OF ESSI ON A L EX P ER I E N C E
Owner/President – Sea Green Marketing, 2003 to present
Greg founded a full service digital marketing agency that offers Search Engine Optimization, PayPer-Click and Social Media services. In his role as President of the company, Greg manages a team
of up to ten contract employees and thirteen clients. Duties include: creating and executing custom
marketing strategies for clients in various industries, with a primary focus on lead generation in the
financial services sector. Greg has overseen $5.2 million in Pay Per Click advertising, guides clients
to high rankings for keyword phrases, has recovered sites from Google manual penalties, maintained
rankings through multiple changes and algorithm updates, manages relationships with vendors, works
with WordPress, Microsoft office, Google Business Apps, Google Analytics and Webmaster Tools and
SEOMoz, and hosts SEO diagnostic tools.
VP of Marketing/Marketing Director – Various, 2003 to present
Greg holds these titles as a contract employee for several multimillion dollar companies, leading their
entire digital marketing efforts and SEO, including AFYI Holdings Group, LLC and SpoolTek Lures, LLC.
Web Developer – Progressive Insurance Company, 2000-2004
Worked remotely from Miami as a web developer for this Ohio-based company, leading their in-house
search engine optimization effort. The company’s website held the top ranking in all three major search
engines for “auto insurance” and “car insurance” during his tenure with them.

ED U C AT I ON
Ohio University Athens, Ohio 1995-1999 B.S. in Business Administration
Major: Management Information Systems Minor: Interpersonal Communication

P R OF ESSI ON A L M EM BER S H I P S & A F F I L I ATI O N S
Social Media Marketing Society Member
Moz Pro Member
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Ricardo has been Jacober Creative’s source for video production and motion
graphics since 2014. He’s highly experienced in all facets of multimedia production
and brings over 26 years of experience to the team.

RE Q UE ST FO R PRO POSA L

Ricardo Lizama
P R OF ESSI ON A L EX P ER I E N C E
Video and Motion Graphics Editor – 2014 to Present
Manages the editing and creation of audio-visual productions for Jacober Creative, including TV
Commercial Spots, business communication videos, and social media videos and illustrated motion
graphics. Helps develop concepts, scripts, storyboarding, and preproduction coordination. Designs and
implements product marketing plans for social media and affiliate network dissemination.
Production Director SVFussion – 2016 to Present
Developing customized 2D animations and compositions for small kiosks, presentations, promos, ads
and infographics. Including specialized highly demanding animation scripts.
Director of Executive Director of “SISTECA” from 2006 to date
Developing the first electronic advertising network in El Salvador and Central America named
PubliDesktops, which is based on the installation of remote display of electronic ads and banners
directly on the desktop of a network of more than 65 cyber cafes in San Salvador metropolitan area,
with approximately 800 machines and penetration of 560,000 people per month.
Publidesktops has recently won THE CENTRAL AMERICAN AWARD OF TECHNOLOGICAL
INNOVATION, organized by the GTZ (German cooperation Corporation) and ESEN.
Manager of Production and Transmission Center (CPT) Infocentros Assoication 2001 to 2005
Developing: Online training courses, video conferencing systems, audio and video production for
Internet Applications and Multimedia presentations, marketing plans design of such services, personnel
management and coordination of production and sales.
Production Manager and owner of “Ilusion Multimedia” -- 2002 to date
Consultant on all levels of business Developing: Audiovisual Production , TV spots, radio spots, CD’s
and Multimedia Presentations, Graphic Desing and Layout, and Special Events Technical Assembly.
References of customer portfolio: Banco de América Central, GTZ (German Cooperation Organization),
Coexport, FUSADES, UNILEVER of Central America, UNICEF, USAID, Kimberly Clark, Shell, ABANSA,
Banco Agrícola, Industrias La Constancia, PNUD, Grupo Santillana, ETESAL, AES, Corsatur. Ministry
of Health, Ministry of Economy, Ministry of Education, Ministry of Public Works, ISSS, Asociación
Infocentros.
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Marcelo Salup
Marcelo blends creative vision, media expertise and marketing ability with a
lifelong passion for innovation and excellence to create and implement highly
successful marketing and advertising strategies that accelerate a client’s growth.
He has developed and implemented these winning strategies for a wide range
of multinationals in the U.S., Latin America, Asia and Africa. In this work he
has increased revenues, grown market share and boosted brand awareness for
industry leaders Coca-Cola, General Motors, Porsche, MasterCard, Bristol-Myers/
Squibb, Colgate-Palmolive, Unilever, Nabisco, Kingston Technology, DIRECTV and
S.C. Johnson Wax, and dozens of Fortune 500 companies among others. Fluent
in English and Spanish, and conversational Portuguese. He is an internationally
recognized speaker in strategic planning, the future of media, and segmentation
and targeting.

P R OF ESSI ON A L EX P ER I E N C E
CEO & Founder – Iffective LLC, 2013 to present
Serves as a consultant for own Miami-based company, on strategic advertising and marketing for an
international range of clients, including ¡HOLA!TV, De la Hoya TV, Vertical3Media, Insight Advertising
(Panama) and DDB Latin America. Translates client objectives into creative solutions to deliver value
by increasing sales and share, transform consumer insights into deep understanding of purchasing
process, working with branding, and platforms that straddle traditional, digital and mobile media.
CEO/Left Brain – Montaño + Salup, 2012 to 2013
At own full service Miami-based advertising agency, launched Equifax’s first campaign in the U.S.
Hispanic Market and achieved 40,000+ visits/month to website, and launched Family Financial
Educational Foundation. Created campaigns for the Red Cross and Bancaso, increasing their
conversion ratio from 2.6% to 12.6% in 6 weeks.
CMO – DMG Solutions, 2009 to 2012
At this full service Miami-based advertising agency specializing in direct marketing, responsible
for DIRECTV Hispanic effort, and media strategy for all other accounts. Directed new business
development and strategic planning for non-advertising businesses. Managed $22M budget, and
launched several new products in the Direct Response arena, from business plan to execution.
VP, Media & Strategic Planning – Foote Cone & Belding/Siboney USA, 2008-2009
Worked in New York for this Hispanic oriented ad agency, and directed strategic planning, media
planning, buying and implementation for all accounts (Miami + New York) and new business, managing
a $24M budget.
Managing Director – Universal McCann, 2007 to 2008
At this Miami-based specialized media buying agency, handled P&L responsibility for Pan Regional
Latin American, Central America and Caribbean. Served as brand partner for MasterCard and GM.
Managed $20M budget and 40 staff.
Managing Director – GrupoUno, 2006 to 2007
Full-service, Miami-based integrated marketing communications company with offices in 10 countries
in Latin America. Led all agency divisions: Advertising, Event Creation, Public Relations. Managed
strategic planning and media for all agency clients and New business within $25M budget.
32
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Executive VP/International Media Director – Foote Cone & Belding, 1997 to 2005
Based in Miami for this full service advertising agency. Started as Senior VP at company
then promoted to Executive VP. Direct responsibility for all Latin America media. Matrix
responsibility for Europe, Asia/Pacific, South Africa. Created standalone media units through
global acquisitions.
VP Area Media Director – McCann-Erickson Argentina, 1996
At this full service Buenos Aires-based advertising agency, responsible for Sourthern Cone
of Latin America. Part of team that relaunched GM in Argentina, achieving all sales targets
(33,000 units). Launched Quatro for Coca-Cola.
VP/Regional Media Director – Foote Cone & Belding, 1991 to 1995
Based in Mexico for this full service advertising agency. In charge of all Latin America media.
Created an integrated media planning and buying software implemented in five countries.
Successfully launched Plenitude by L’Oreal, Colgate Total, Nike Mexico, Levi’s Mexico.
ADDITIONAL PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE PRIOR TO 1991
McCann-Erickson Mexico – VP Media Director
D’Arcy Masius Benton & Bowles – Creative Director, Media Director
deRojas, Salup + Partners – President
Latin ADmerica, Inc., Miami – Account Executive
AWARDS
Silver ADDY Awards (creative) for Amoco Premium Lead-Free, Miami, and American Dairy
Association, Chicago (1996)
EDUCATION
University of Madrid Spain 1973-1977
Masters in Communication and B.A. in Advertising and Marketing
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Robert H. Rosenberg
Experienced in all aspects of film and arts programming, professional writing,
marketing, publicity, arts management, event production, fundraising, and grant
seeking, as well as a track record as filmmaker and film teacher. Fluent in English,
as well as conversational and basic written Spanish, and skilled in writing and
editing in English. Computer proficient with Macintosh and IBM systems, Microsoft
Office, Constant Contact, social media platforms, databases and website content
management.

P R OF ESSI ON A L EX P ER I E N C E A R TS A N D L E A DE R S H I P
Film and Arts Programming & Management – Tropical Wave Media, 2002 to present
Through own Tropical Wave Media, providing marketing, writing, programming, fundraising and
production services on a consultant basis for diverse arts and film groups, nationally and in the South
Florida area. Clients have included Breaking Glass Pictures, Broward County Film Society, Cinema
Detroit, Symon Productions, KiwiArts, FUNDarte, Dance Now, Orchestra Miami, Entertainment Industry
Incubator, Florida Dance Association, City Theatre, Karen Peterson and Dancers, Jacober Creative, 7
Stages/Scott Turner Schofield and Miami Beach Arts Trust. 2002 to present.
Booking & Marketing – Outsider Pictures, 2016 to present
Working for Outsider Pictures, a distributor and international sales agent that represents in for U.S.
theatrical and festival releases, and TV and digital markets, with an emphasis on films from Latin
America and Spain. Responsibilities include U.S. theatrical booking, marketing, filmmaker liaison,
international acquisitions, and booking and managing national and regional talent tours for select
projects. Films worked on have included Marshland, Carpinteros, No Dress Code Required, The Last
Suit, El Alien y Yo, The Bride, Wedding Doll and The Vessel. 2016 to present.
Founding Director – Coral Gables Art Cinema, 2010 to 2014
The Cinema is an independent non-profit movie theater and cultural center that opened in the fall
of 2010 in the Miami metropolitan area. Responsible for organizational development, programming,
marketing and public relations, event production, grant writing and other areas. Total ticket sales
reached almost 50,000 per year with a one million dollar cash budget as one of the leading art house
screens in the Southeast United States.
Associate Director – Tigertail Productions, 2006 to 2008
Responsibilities for this Miami presenter and producer of contemporary performances in dance, music,
theater and the literary arts. Included programming, marketing, publicity, e-marketing, audience
development, event production, technical coordination and some development.
Producer – Discover Miami, 2004 and 2006
This was a multi-site music and arts event showcasing Miami’s historic neighborhoods and varied
cultural traditions, including Latin, Haitian and Jewish arts. Responsibilities included programming,
marketing, publicity, e-marketing, audience development, event production, technical coordination and
some development. 2004 and 2006
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Founder/Programmer/Festival Director - Miami Gay & Lesbian Film Festival,
1998 to 2002
Founder of this annual festival in Miami Beach and other locations. Primary programmer and
producer, including coordination of all marketing, publicity and audience development; and
overall festival coordination and institutional development. In four years went from start-up
non-profit to an audience of more than 12,000 and a budget of over $400,000, with major
media coverage and industry recognition.
F I L M P R OD U C T I ON HI G H L I G H TS
Director/Producer - BEFORE STONEWALL: THE MAKING OF A GAY AND LESBIAN
COMMUNITY, a feature length documentary film in theatrical release 1986-87 in the U.S.,
Britain, and other countries; broadcast on national PBS, Won national Emmy Award.
Director/Co-Producer/Editor/Camera - WOMEN OF HOPE: LATINAS ABRIENDO CAMINO,
a video that tells the story of Latina women in the United States today through portraits of
twelve unusual women who have broken new ground in their lives and achievements. In film
festivals and on public television 1996.
Consulting Editor – POR LOS CAMINOS, a feature documentary about one NicaraguanAmerican’s journey back to his war and poverty-ravaged homeland. U.S. premiere at Miami
International Film Festival, 2005  
T EAC HI N G
Taught filmmaking, film studies and grant writing as adjunct and guest lecturer at New School
for Social Research, Alliance Film and Video Cooperative, Hampshire College, Hunter College
and Florida Film Institute.
AWA R DS A N D G R A N TS H I G H L I G H TS
As an individual: Emmy, for Before Stonewall, Lambda Award for service to the community,
Individual Artist Fellowship from New York Foundation for the Arts, Individual Artist
Fellowship from State of Florida, and Community Service Award from Dade Human Rights
Foundation.
Organizational support: Miami-Dade County, State of Florida, Knight Foundation, Miami
Foundation, Sloan Foundation, Corporation for Public Broadcasting and New York State
Council on the Arts.
ED U C AT I ON
New School for Social Research/Parsons New York City 1979, 1980
Film production and studies
Hampshire College Amherst, Massachusetts 1973-77
B.A. in Human Biology and Public Health
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Nicolette Connell
Jacober Creative’s West Coast Art Director has been an instrumental part of the
team since 2010. Since starting as an Graphic Designer in 2010, she’s lead the way
with our most avant-garde illustration and conceptual projects. She’s lead several
of Jacober Creative’s most visible clients like the Jungle Electronic Music Festival
based out of Hong Kong, JugoFresh, and the ABAE hotel in South Beach.

P R OF ESSI ON A L EX P ER I E N C E
Freelance Art Director – Jacober Creative, 2012 to present
For Jacober Creative, Nicolette’s role has evolved from designer to Art Director. Her skills include
typography, branding and identity, layout design, and illustration. Custom hand-lettering and design for
advertising, packaging, editorial, print and web are also her specialties.
She’s spearheaded our Hong Kong based client, Jungle Electronic Music Festival, Miami’s well-known
JugoFresh, and illustrated Jacober Creative’s coloring book, “High Tides: Tales of Mermaids, Mayhem,
and Miami Beach,” as well as developed storyboard and advertising concepts for The Town of Surfside
with our current team.
Graphic Designer – Jacober Creative, 2010 – 2012
Graphic Designer – Ronin Advertising, 2007 – 2010
Creating marketing materials including online and print newsletters, event marketing materials,
brochures, direct mail postcards, Powerpoint presentations and information graphics, and digital
designs for social media and websites
EDUCATION
Flagler College, St. Augustine, FL 2004 – 2007
B.A. in Graphic Design
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Mr. Reyes is an experienced content marketing manager focusing on resultsfocused marketing. His in-depth knowledge of social media marketing and expertise
in identifying emerging market trends helps propel Jacober Creative’s social
media success. He brings over 3 years of experience specializing in social media
dissemination and management to Jacober Creative and the Town of Surfside’s
social media efforts.

RE Q UE ST FO R PRO POSA L

Xabier Reyes

P R OF ESSI ON A L EX P ER I E N C E
Social Media Manager, Jacober Creative, Jan 2017 – Present, Miami
Create content, and build social media followings for various clients, including the Town of Surfside.
Boosted website traffic by creating an integrated social media strategy. Partnered with web
development teams to enhance functionality, user experience, online brand positioning, and advertising
via A/B and Multivariate testing. In charge of collaborating with many high traffic websites for referrals
to improve our own traffic, as well to introduce new potential customers to the brand
Content Marketing Manager, Supreme New York, Jan 2016 – Nov 2017, (Remote)
Created key Internet marketing activities to acquire and retain new clients through Facebook Ads,
affiliate marketing, and social media. Directed and coordinated marketing activities and policies
to promote products. Under his management both Facebook and Instagram Social Media Account
increased in all aspects drastically. 2 Million + Instagram followers 1 Million + Facebook page likes.
Used various programs to display analytic data such as PowerPoint, Word, Excel, Chart.js, Tableau,
and Google Analytics.
Content Creator/Social Media Manager, Aura Groupe, Jan 2015 – Jan 2017, Miami Beach
Created content and built social media followings for various clients including Brickell City
Centre, SLS on South Beach and Brickell, East Hotel, The Collection and more. In charge of editing
various forms of content including videos, gifs, and photos to align with the aesthetic for our clients.
Spoke and worked with clients in building a brand/social media identity.
EDUCATION
Miami Dade College, Miami, FL 2014 – PRESENT
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D. Similar Projects and References

TASK: SIMILAR PROJECTS AND REFERENCES
Past performance information will be collected
on all Proposers. Proposers are to submit at least
three (3) relevant clients identifying a specific
contact, contact title, and telephone number.

“Menin Hospitality has
been working with Jacober
Creative for about 5 years.
We trust the development of
our new brands to their team
because they truly know how
to listen to our needs and
deliver masterpieces. The
entire team is top notch and
a delight to work with.
— Marissa Marcus,
Director of Marketing
40

CLIENT

O BJECTIVE

Menin Hospitality has an eclectic portfolio
of upscale hotels, restaurants, and nightlife
venues throughout New York, Chicago, and
South Florida. The hospitality company
is known for capturing the zeitgeist with
every new opening, and recognizes the
importance of building successful brands.
After admiring the success of our work
with JugoFresh, they retained us to create
several of their most successful Miami
Launches: Ricky’s, Bakehouse, PizzaBar,
and The Shelbourne.
REFERENCE

Marisa Marcus
Director of Marketing
305.704.3615
mmarcus@meninhospitality.com
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01 CASE STUDY

Bakehouse
Brasserie

APP ROACH

The Menin Group’s new Bakehouse
Brasserie in Miami’s hip South of Fifth
neighborhood, needed a great branding
and social strategy to help them stand out
in a crowded restaurant field.

The owners asked for a look inspired by the
Wes Anderson film, The Grand Budapest
Hotel. The result was an interpretation
of a classic French cafe with a modern
and whimsical approach. We applied this
approach to every brand touchpoint: from
marketing collateral to packaging, uniforms
to social media ads.
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02 CASE STUDY

Ricky’s
South Beach
APP ROACH

Following the success of Bakehouse,
the owners of Menin Hospitality enlisted
us to help with a very personal project:
a restaurant and bar named after their
grandfather, Ricky.

Located in a more residential area of
Miami Beach, they wanted us to position
the brand as attractive to visitors and
welcoming to locals alike. We worked with
their Marketing Director to create a brand
experience that made guests feel like they
walked into a friend’s backyard party — that
extended from locals-only programming to
branded solo cups.
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03 CASE STUDY

Shelborne

While this property has been in the Menin
family for over thirty years, they needed a
fresh take on marketing their wedding and
events services to this growing industry.

We worked with the team on honing
their communications in this sector,
creating a new positioning strategy and
designing corresponding collateral to
further emphasize the Shelborne as the
ultimate wedding and event destination.

50
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0 4 CASE STUDY

Pizza Bar

For Menin Hospitality’s pizza project,
Pizza Bar, located in a tourist-heavy
stretch of Washington Avenue, we
explored a different side of how to
brand pizza.

Contending with ridiculously oversized
slices, we decided to create a monstersized brand and corresponding campaign that was a little bit Rock and Roll,
and very Miami.
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D. Similar Projects and References
“We couldn’t be happier
with the outcome. We could
depend on Jacober Creative
to meet deadlines without
compromising quality of work
and exceeded expectations
in web design, graphic
design, and professionalism
throughout.”
— John Waltmann,
Marketing & Media Manager
56

C LIEN T

O BJECTIVE

After admiring our instagram, the House
of Creatives tapped us to brand and create
the marketing materials for the launch of
their new music festival. They wanted a
look that was distinctly “Miami,” a major
draw for the “Music Festival Circuit” that
often travel in pursuit of these events. Also
on the list was a millennial-friendly website,
logo, collateral, video promos, digital ads,
posters, and merch. And FAST: we had less
than 3 months to kick off.
R ESULTS

Our combined efforts on all platforms
generated over 17.5 Million Impressions in just
8 weeks. Attendance exceeded expectations
for their first ever festival, and we were
brought back on board for the following year,
where attendance doubled.
PRESS

“The artwork for the festival’s promotional
poster features a castle-like boombox amid a
stand of palm trees and a peaceful shoreline.
However, it just as easily could represent an
oasis, because that’s what it is: a refreshing
boost to the artistic soul of Miami Beach.”
— MIAMI NEW TIMES
REFERENCE

John Waltmann
Marketing and Media Manager
612.986.1479
johnwaltmann@gmail.com
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Our combined efforts on
all platforms generated

over
17.5 Million
Impressions
in just 8 weeks.
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D. Similar Projects and References
“From initial consultation
to last minute changes,
Paul and his team at
Jacober Creative are a
dream to work with.”
— Duncan Tavares,
Assistant Town Manager
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C LIENT

O BJECTIVE

The Town of Surfside needed to reposition itself
alongside a new wave of luxury developments
that were being constructed along it’s shores.
Located on the ocean in Miami-Dade County,
just north of South Beach, they were promoting
their locale as one suitable for more upscale,
luxury consumers, as well as casual and familyfriendly ones. Surfside needed a full package
– from a refreshed logo to ad campaigns to an
updated website.
R E S U LT S

Over the course of several years, Jacober
Creative addressed the Town of Surfside’s
destination marketing needs from several
angles, always improving and refining the
messaging with each subsequent campaign.
In 2015, we introduced “Simply Surfside.”
2016 saw a new brand, tagline and direction
introduced in “Uptown Beachtown,” and
most recently, the evolution of that in the
“Fab, Fit, Fam” campaign.

REFERENCE

Duncan Tavares
Assistant Town Manager
DTavares@TownofSurfsideFL.gov
305.993.1066
If Unavailable, please contact
Lindsay Fast
Tourism Director
LFast@TownofSurfsideFL.gov
305.864.0722
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0 6 CASE STUDY

Simply
Surfside
In 2015 we created Surfside’s first
ever marketing campaign to highlight
the Town as an emerging destination
in South Florida, “Simply Surfside.”
Jacober Creative developed the new
“Simply Surfside” tagline, and built a
multi-media campaign around it.

The intent was to say something
simple about the unique and inviting
elements of the town. A catch phrase
was needed that was easy to retain and
very memorable. “Simply Surfside” was
the umbrella concept, with additional
slogans branching off from there:
“Simply Delicious,” “Simply Special,”
“Simply Effortless” and “Simply...A
Great Getaway.” We developed new
photography, graphic typography, ads
and copy taglines to showcase the
Town of Surfside. The tourism campaign
involved a model, a hot vintage car,
simple art direction and styling with a
retro-forward undertone. Bright, fun
and energetic, the visuals were helping
redefine what it meant to live in and
travel to Surfside.
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Award Winning
Campaign
B E ST O F S H OW
G O L D “ H E N R Y ” AWA R D
Visit Florida’s 2016 Flagler Award
Surfside Visitor Guide
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07 CASE STUDY

Uptown
Beachtown
In 2016 we created “Uptown
Beachtown” : To better align with the
new wave of luxury developments
happening in Surfside, Jacober Creative
designed a newly refreshed Surfside
brand, with a fluid retro-meets-oceanwave look, and a bold color palette that
is carried through in all the materials.

In addition, we created a host of hand
drawn illustrations that play off the logo,
to evoke restaurants, shopping, beaches,
real estate and more, for use in ancillary
collateral. We interpreted the “Uptown
Beachtown” slogan in a series of diptych
type ads, for which we provided the
concept, photography and art direction.
The left side shows a fashionable, more
luxurious, “Uptown” activity, and the
right side shows more of a beach vibe, a
casual and family friendly one. Two sides
of the same Surfside. We handled the
relaunch of the Surfside tourism site and
isolated elements for a mobile app.
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Video
We created two videos for the Uptown
Beachtown campaign, from ideation,
production to final edit. The first
“Surfside 360º” for use at marketing
and tourism conferences, and at trade
shows with partner hotels. It was a
fluid, smooth video that incorporated
great 360º views for maximum dramatic
impact, following the same character
through a variety of scenarios, from
biking the oceanfront bike path to
driving through the main shopping
blocks of Harding Avenue.
The second, “Surfside Wish You Were
Here,” was for reaching potential
visitors directly through social media
and the Town’s website. We conceived
this video as a “short film” that tells a
story, leading the viewer through the
high points of the Surfside community,
showcasing its hotels, shops, restaurants
and beachfront. It’s “two worlds collide
in Miami’s Uptown Beachtown,” a tale of
Girl meets Boy, Girl loses Boy, then Girl
and Boy find love and everything under
the sun in Surfside.
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0 8 CASE STUDY

Fab, Fit, Fam
And in 2018 we created “Fit for
Families and Fabulous for Everyone”
Identifying a need to further the Town
of Surfside’s messaging to better
align with evolving tourism trends, we
incorporated an emphasis on wellness,
family time, and outdoor activities in
our messaging.

An evolution of the “Uptown
Beachtown” theme with a fit and
fabulous spin, we worked from concept
(storyboards) to implementation (a 12
hour shoot that included underwater
and aerial photography), capturing
four main locations and seven different
scenes: Beach Fitness (both casual and
dressed up), Beach Fun & Frolicking,
Beach Picnics, Family Bike Path Time,
Family Time at the Community Center,
and Tennis. We created images that
were unique and dynamic — showcasing
themes of family, fun and wellness while
featuring Surfside’s beautiful natural
surroundings.
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Fit for Families & Fab
For Everyone.
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SE C T ION 2

Scope of
Services
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A.

Scope of Services
Provide a description of the Proposer’s approach to achieving the enumerated tasks. The Proposer
may also suggest additional or alternative tasks and different innovative approaches that may be
needed to achieve the services and the three-year tourism marketing strategic plan.
For the following tasks, the Proposer must also identify the means, frequency, and nature of
involvement in the process by partners and stakeholders, as well as any recommended structures
(e.g., committees, websites, virtual meetings) to be used to engage stakeholders in the process.
The Proposer should specify the timeframe within which each of the tasks listed below will be
conducted and completed.

TASK 1: Analyze Current Town Travel and Tourism
Industry Trends To establish context for the overall
project, the first task will be a targeted industry
analysis to identify the local, national, and global
trends for current Town travel, tourism, and potential emerging segments or markets.
In addition to quantitative data analysis, the Proposer is expected to use other innovative methods
to identify new high potential industry segments
which may include surveys, interviews that are
not easily measured by available data, and current
economic studies and industry projections.
The Proposer should identify three (3) methods
and detail these methods.
84
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Obtaining
& Analyzing
the quantitative data on the
Surfside visitor: how many
originate, for example, from
South Florida, how many are
domestic travelers, how many
are international.

Travel & Tourist
Trends National
and International

Understanding
the qualitative aspects of
Surfside visitors in order
to address them in more
relevant and persuasive ways.

We see Task 1 as being naturally
divided into three parts:

Keeping abreast
of national and international
travel and hospitality trends
as well as emerging segments
in order to be forward
thinking but, at the same
time, advising the Tourist
Bureau on which travel trends
are good targets for Surfside
and how to best capitalize on
those trends.
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1. Obtaining and analyzing
the quantitative data
1.1

Using GMCVB Data

The first challenge is that the GMCVB does not separate Surfside from their “North Dade/Sunny Isles
Beach” data, making it difficult to ascertain Surfside-specific learnings from which we can use to
optimize our marketing strategy..
We have already spoken to Bill Anderson, their head of research to see about the possibility of
separating the data. The GMCVB’s only caveat is that the sample will be very small and, therefore,
unstable. Right now, the GMCVB does 4,500 intercept interviews per year. Presently, the entire “ND/
SIB” destination is about 8%,
down from 14% in 2013 so we
will continue to pursue this
direction but concur that the
sample will be small. However
even a small sample will give us
directional data.
8% of these intercepts
represent 360 people who
identify North Dade/Sunny Isles
Beach as their destination.
At heart, the issue is how many
of the 8% actually come to
Surfside for two reasons:
1. It would give us the specific
data we are looking for
2. It would also tell us what
kind of complementary sample
we could propose to the
GMCVB to bolster our own
sample size.
For example, if 3% were to be headed to Surfside, we would need about 33 respondents to get one
“positive” (33 x 3% = 1) so if we wanted an additional 200 respondents, that would probably be
doable and cost efficient.
Timeline & Costs – We are actively working with to the GMCVB to determine whether this is feasible.
86

Working with the Tourist Bureau and others
from the tourism sector, we will also develop
a fuller mathematical model to estimate
the number of visitors based on resort tax
collection data.
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1.2 Creation of a mathematical model to estimate the
number of visitors.

Example: If Surfside has collected $830,000
in taxes, the gross amount for that is $25.3
million in expenditures. Based on the $271
daily expenditure per visitor per day, we can
estimate the number of visitors.

Some of the figures that will be fine-tuned
include:
· What percentage of the resort tax comes
from visitors and what percentage comes
from residents of Surfside? For example,
hotel-generated resort taxes are probably
due mainly to visitors; restaurant and
bar-generated could be attributed to local
residents.
· Is the average expenditure for Surfside
visitors the same as for the average Miami
Dade & the Beaches visitor? This can be
discussed with stakeholders.
· What percentage of the visitors are local (e.g., Miami-Dade or Broward-based) vs. International.
· What is the average stay in nights of foreign visitors?
While this might not be 100% accurate consensus data in general can be very accurate and such a
model, as we continue to add to it and improve it, will be an invaluable tool.

Publishing and circulation of the Surfside Tourism Model:
Using crowdsourcing to improve Surfside’s results.
As an added advantage, this spreadsheet can be circulated among the Surfside stakeholders for
evaluation and improvement. That way, the accumulated knowledge of people who directly benefit
from Surfside tourism can add to the whole.
Timeline & Costs – We will work with vendors to establish the variables marked in yellow, but this is a
model that can be fine tuned relatively quickly and inexpensively.
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2. Discovering consumer insights
via qualitative data
While data is absolutely essential to understand the dynamics of Surfside tourism and to be able to
formulate accurate plans, discovering consumer insights is the most valuable task that Surfside could
aim for, as the consumer insights are what allows us to create persuasive campaigns to
attract tourists.
We will incorporate three different methodologies to address this task:

2.1 – Online surveys
The easiest, most efficient way to collect data is through the use of online surveys.
You can see a working example here: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/Surfside1 or
just follow this QR code. We will create, maintain and periodically report results for
this survey.

Distribution: The survey can be distributed several ways:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

Using Surfside’s own website: VisitSurfsideFL.com. We might even consider using some
advertising money at the beginning of the new fiscal year to draw respondents to the survey in
order to obtain a sample. A landing page will be dedicated to this if we do go ahead with the
ad campaign. However, under normal circumstances, the survey would “live” in a section of the
website, over the fold, with graphics that would invite visitors to the website to fill out the survey.
Inclusion of a prize as a motivating factor could be distributed on a monthly or quarterly basis.
Emails from Surfside to visitors.
Emails from stakeholders (e.g., hotels, restaurants) to their own client base. We realize
that this might be challenging, but we would be in touch with the hotels, restaurants and other
stakeholders to try to obtain cooperation.
In-situ surveys: We will create business-card-sized cards to be distributed inside stakeholders
venues, which they can distribute to visitors to fill out the survey when they leave the restaurant
or hotel.
Personal/live intercept: Periodically (e.g., once a quarter) we will deploy a street team to go
around Surfside and do live intercepts of visitors, which parallels what the GMCVB does
in airports.

Timeline & Costs: The survey is basically ready to go with some fine tuning. It can be published in a
day and it will be ongoing. We will create reports on a quarterly basis.
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Crowdsourcing is, perhaps, one of the unsung heroes of modern times. Crowdsourcing allows
anyone to tap into the knowledge of big groups, put dozens of minds to work, and produce high
quality results in a fraction of the time and for almost no cost.
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2.2. Monthly conference calls

We will tap into the combined knowledge of Surfside stakeholders by creating
a monthly, 30-minute conference call to appraise the business community of
ongoing results and any trends, changes, notable activity, etc.

This 30-minute call will be highly structured.
· An agenda will be published 2-3 days before the call to make sure that everyone involved is aware
of the objective of the call.
· We will invite mainly people who deal with visitors directly. This will have a dual effect: it will signal
to business owners that they do not have to be in the call themselves (unless they want to) and,
thus, waste no time and second it will give us granular information.
· Time will be very limited. We are considering limiting speaking time in the call to about 2-3 minutes
per person.
· Focus will be on information that can be shared for the good of the Town itself but which will not
reveal any competitive or confidential information.
For example:
o Have you seen more or less tourists than say, a month ago.
o Locals or foreigners
o If foreigners, from where? Domestic? Latin Americans? Canadians?
o Family or other?
We are aware that the first couple of calls will take some getting used to: people will be reluctant to
discuss much, or will go off on a tangent… but by the second or third call we will be able to tap into
the valuable mass knowledge of the people who deal directly with Surfside’s visitors.
Timeline: Immediate. We can begin these calls quickly. The only factor that might slow this down is
getting enough stakeholders to participate the first couple of months.
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2.3 Focus Groups
Twice a year, at the end of each season, we will schedule focus groups with actual visitors.
We expect that we will have at least one focus group per target, per year. If budgets allow in
subsequent years, we can further segment our focus groups by demographic and implement on a
seasonal basis to analyze a broader data set. Target Groups:

· Foreign visitors
· Local (Miami-Dade) visitors
· Domestic U.S. visitors
It is important to note that the purpose of a focus group is NOT to obtain any quantitative data.
The objective is to find “over-arching” themes and detect trends as well as run any disaster checks.
We will prepare a “map” for the moderator that will lead us to uncover consumer insights as to
what made their Surfside experience positive and unique. These are the insights that will be used to
improve our communications.
Timeline & Costs: A 10-12 person focus group costs about $5,000 so having three per year costs
about $15,000 and they take about 8 weeks from beginning to final report.
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Using the structure of the survey already created online, we can also deploy
a street team to conduct intercept surveys in Surfside.
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2.4 Intercept Surveys

· We’ll train a street team and deploy in Surfside-branded uniforms on a
quarterly basis
· A street team of 15 people for one entire day to conduct surveys in areas which
tend to attract the most visitors.
· Surveys are conducted on tablets or cell phones which feed directly into the
online survey, making response accumulation and tabulation easy and
cost-effective.
Timeline & costs: Costs will be shown in the general budget, but having 15 people out for 6 hours
every quarter at equals about 360 hours per year, at a modest hourly rate.
The costs of the online survey is built into the budget.
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3. Suggested Additional Task
We will develop an internal Surfside-oriented campaign running at the
beginning of each season to create an awareness, among Surfside residents
of the importance of tourism.

The World Trade Organization in collaboration with the World Tourism Cities Federation (WTCF)
created a project called City Tourism Performance Research (CTPR).
The key thrust of the research was the benefits that tourism brings to many cities. Tourism along
with other sectors currently constitutes a central component in the economy, social life and the
geography of many cities in the world. Research indicates that the volume of tourism demand for city
destinations has increased by approximately 50% worldwide in the last decade.
Considering the many other cities in South Florida developing their own tourism campaigns (e.g.,
Miami Beach, Sunny Isles, etc.) It is important that our residents understand just how clean and
profitable tourism is.
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1. Long-term vision and strategic planning: The core to success in city tourism performance is a
long-term strategic plan based on a clear vision for the future of the city. (Note: While Surfside has a
five-year strategic plan, we will work with the Tourist Bureau to improve it by adding the quantitative
data that it is missing (e.g., number of visitors, expenditures) and helping the Tourist Bureau define
investments to reach the segments that will improve Surfside’s tourism efforts in the future).
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The CTPR outlined 10 factors some of which apply to
Surfside very well:

2. Public and private sector involvement: In order to accelerate the transformation of tourism
development, public-private partnerships (PPPs) have been identified as a priority by some
destinations. (One such collaboration – and a relatively simple one to implement — is garnering
support by all stakeholders in quantifying the number of visitors and helping Surfside understand
these visitors better. Something as simple as collaborating in spreading the proposed online surveys
will go a long way towards improving the tourism budget’s bottom line).
3. Economic support: Strengthening the tourism industry in a city also implies securing jobs in the
local economy.
4. Authenticity: For many travelers, traveling like a local has moved from being a noteworthy trend
to becoming an indispensable part of getting under the skin of a destination. (The proposed internal
campaign will go a long way towards making sure that tourists are truly welcomed with open arms).
5. Community engagement: The engagement and acceptance of tourism by locals need to be
ensured and efforts to involve them in the process of strategic planning have proven successful.
6. Cultural heritage investments: Investment in cultural heritage and preservation of historical
structures often represents the core of tourism in a city.
7. Product development: Along with cultural heritage and the creation of new attractions, products
and tourism services have been the focus of many tourism destinations.
8. Events: More and more cities include the hosting of events in their tourism strategy to improve
their positioning and/or mitigate seasonality. (Joining products and events, we will create new PR
opportunities, earned and unearned, that will make future travelers consider Surfside. For example,
the hatching of the turtles is unlikely to make anyone make a special trip (unless we talk about local
Miami-Dade County visitors) but it creates a wonderful PR opportunity).
9. Policy for sustainable development and management: Merely focusing on a growth in tourism
numbers is not enough for the sustainable development of a destination.
10. Technology: To improve the quality of life of the citizens and to improve the visitor quality
experience, concepts like smart city and new platform tourism services (so-called sharing economy)
are being incorporated as new patterns for business.
93
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4. Travel & Tourism Trends
Worldwide/International Travel & Tourism Trends
In reviewing tourism trends we focused on two things:
· Are they mentioned by reputable organizations?
· Do they apply or can they be leveraged by Surfside?

We
a
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
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identified six trends worth watching and addressing:
Health & Wellness
Mobile Bookings
Experiences not things
Power of Social
Generational marketing
Solo female

While overall tourism is growing at 6.9%, the wellness tourism sector grew 14% in the last
two years and is now one of the fastest-growing tourism markets, according to the Global
Wellness Institute.
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a. Health & Wellness

Wellness trips account for 6.5% of all tourism trips, but represent 15.6%
of total tourism expenditures. This is because wellness travelers are highyield tourists, spending much more per trip than non-wellness travelers.

Wellness tourism is travel associated with the pursuit of maintaining or enhancing one’s
personal wellbeing. This market includes two types of wellness tourists: those who take a trip
entirely for wellness purposes (primary wellness tourists) and those who seek to engage in
wellness activities as part of any kind of trip (secondary wellness tourists).
The bulk of wellness tourism is done by secondary wellness tourists (those who seek wellness
experiences during their travel), which account for 89% of wellness tourism trips and have
been growing faster than primary wellness trips since 2013.

Most wellness tourism is done by domestic tourists (both primary and
secondary), driven by short-haul and weekend trips, and accounting for
83% of all wellness trips.

Source: “Global Wellness Institute, Global Wellness Economy Monitor, January 2017.”
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Emerging Wellness Travel Trends 2018
Wellness holiday specialists Health and Fitness Travel envision a picture of health for the year ahead.
An interesting aspect of health & wellness in travel is that it has sub-divided into several “sub-trends”.
Here are some emerging wellness trends to keep an eye on in 2018.

· Preventative Health
o Preventable diseases are responsible for 70 percent of premature deaths worldwide each
year, so it’s more important than ever to take action. As people become increasingly aware of
the consequences of unhealthy habits, there’s an increase in preventive health holidays.
Moreover, burnout from work is increasingly cited as a reason why preventative measures
such as regular exercise and meditation are being overlooked.
· Architectural Wellness
o A growing trend in the wellness industry, wellness architecture reshapes luxury travel,
providing spaces physically beautiful but also comfortable, functional and sustainable.
Hotels, airports and other travel spaces are increasingly designed and constructed with
materials addressing the physical and mental health of those inside.
· Mindful Movement
o With increased awareness of the connection between the mind and body, a shift toward
mindful exercises is happening. Hotels and resorts will offer more classes and private
instruction combining physical and psychological exercises.
· Happy Retreats
o As travel priorities shift toward experiential as opposed to material, happiness retreats
become more popular. This type of travel is inspired by the desire to experience something
that will have positive psychological impacts. Activities like morning hikes, beach yoga and
meditation will work their way onto more itineraries.
· Community Wellness
o The wellness tourism industry places emphasis on social responsibility and takes steps to give
back to communities. By utilizing and implementing sustainable practices, travel companies
focus more and more on the overall well-being of communities around the world.
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These are some of the elements that travelers seeking Health & Wellness value the most. All of them
are easily accessible in Surfside.

As part of our involvement, Jacober Creative will create a brief document for
restaurants, hotels and other businesses which will show these businesses how
to capitalize on these trends and benefit from them. We will distribute this
guideline internally and post the presentation on the internal Surfside
Business Portal.
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b. Mobile Bookings
Mobile bookings will be the new default.
Bookings are made online and on mobile, and this shift towards mobile will continue to grow in 2018.
A recent TrekkSoft survey found that 82% of bookings were made through a website, and of those
bookings, almost half (49%) are made on mobile. While the completion rate of mobile bookings is
lower than that of other industries, this behavior on mobile has grown significantly compared to 2016,
which was at 31%.
According to Dave O’Kelly, CEO of SANDEMANs NEW Europe, “over 50% of our bookings are
taken on mobile and typically within the two weeks pre-arrival into the destination. That provides a
whole wealth of opportunities for us... We can facilitate easier, more exciting, and more interesting
interactions pre-trip, during a trip and post-trip and own as much of the guest experience as
possible”. (Source: Trekksoft)

More people are staying on mobile to book instead of device switching,
says Google.
After researching on their smartphone, 79% of mobile travelers in 2017 completed a booking. That is
significantly higher than the 70% who did so in 2016.
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“This should come as no surprise when we say that travelers around the world
are still searching for experiences that are unique and, dare I say, authentic.”
– John Fauver, Trekksoft.
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c. Experience, Not Things

From recharging in nature, to learning about a destination’s culture, to seeking an adventure of a
lifetime, Jon Fauver, TrekkSoft’s co-founder reminds us that “travel providers need to remember that
at the heart of the guest experience is the experience part”. (Source: Trekksoft)
Destinations who center their marketing efforts around experiences unique to the destination will be
the ones who thrive in 2018. (Source: Trekksoft)
Achievement is the new experiential. Trips are no longer just about sightseeing and checking
countries off your bucket list. One of next year’s up-coming travel trends is all about achievement
travel. Travelers tired of doing the same old thing will seek out travel experiences that will allow them
to achieve a goal or accomplish something they have never done before.
This is similar to last year’s experiential travel trend, which was all about becoming immersed in the
local culture, connecting with the community and developing a rich knowledge and understanding of
the place. But the natural evolution of that focuses on what you can get out of yourself rather than
what you can get out of the community.
MMGY –a global travel company—went as far as identifying two high-income groups (Luxury vs.
Affluent) and differentiating how they view experiences while traveling.
Of these travelers:

92%

76%

agree that “the memories
I get from my vacations
make the trip worth it”

agree that they prefer to
focus on memories than
on acquiring more things
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d. Power of Social
Social Media is quickly becoming the preferred conduit for the valuable “word
of mouth” recommendation that influences travel.
A powerful tool for destination marketing organizations is the curation of “real” images from visitors
social media channels that act as “word of mouth” recommendations and offer a unique perspective
on the destination.
According to MMGY’s Portrait of American Travelers study, a

third of luxury travelers have
selected a vacation destination based at least in part on what they’ve seen on
social media.

And, all that inspirational input is not simply from friends and family – 20 percent of luxury travelers
follow at least one vacation destination on social media.
These travelers are seeking insider information as well as authentic images taken by real travelers. In
other words, inspiration is key -- luxury travelers expect high-quality imagery and insider information
more than they seek special offers.
Not only do luxury travelers enjoy the act of vacationing, but they also relish sharing their
experiences as well. Half enjoy sharing their travel experiences on social media, while a third admit
they post vacation photos on social media to make their friends and family jealous. (Us, too)
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MMGY found that reviews on social media were absolutely important for what they describe as
“luxury” travel, that is, a segment of affluent ($125,000 HH income and up) which prizes experiences
and memories and tends to travel much more:

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

51% use social media to share experiences
31% upload their vacation pictures to make friends/family jealous
95% have a Facebook account
58% have a Twitter account
46% have an Instagram account
70% expect professional-quality pictures from the social media feeds
56% also expect authentic images of the destination
66% generally believe quality ratings online
82% won’t consider hotels or restaurants with bad reviews online
And 32% trust those online reviews more than the opinions of
friends and family.
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e. Generational Marketing
Who’s who in generational marketing

(Source: PEW Research)

Barriers to travel by generation
Some barriers and counter-actions:
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·

Cost is the #1 barrier for every generation. However, cost is very relative and can be offset with
“value”. By the time any of Surfside’s potential visitors have decided to visit “Miami” in general,
the cost issue has been addressed and resolved. This is why our strategy is not to “sell” Surfside
but, rather, detour those who are already sold on Miami and South Florida to come to Surfside.

·

Security is a huge concern among Boomers (28%) and X-Gens (20%) and Surfside has a strong
story to tell: small-town feeling and no “bad” neighborhoods.

So, while Boomers and GenXers spend less in their domestic trips, they tend to go
to Florida more often.
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Shullman Research:
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Generational
Considerations
for the Travel Market
Travel in 2018 will see a major spike in interest in multigenerational travel.
Family members of all ages, including parents, children and grandparents,
will be traveling to reconnect and create new memories together. Options for
all ages will be a necessity for travel brands, whether it be accommodation or
activities, they will need to cater to not just one age range.
We found that the 30s - 50s crowd is more interested in a relaxing getaway while the 65+ are
interested in adventure and opportunities to socialize. In 2018, expect to meet adventurous Baby
Boomers, well-travelled Gen Xers and Millennials and curious and tech savvy GenZs coming to
their own.
Everyone is on the hunt for a life-changing experience while they travel and it's up to travel providers
to create tours and activities that appeal to their lifestyles rather than to a specific age group.
(Source: Trekksoft)
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An overarching theme is the increase in leisure vacation and in family travel. Cutting across groups,
families who travel with their children have their own special needs and make decisions accordingly.
MMGY –a global travel group—found the following:
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The family-vacation: The Brat Pack

Brat Pack families (those traveling with children under 12) represent a significant and economically
important segment of all vacationers. Nineteen percent of all vacationing Americans have children
under 12 at home, representing an estimated 11.2 million households.
Compared to travelers with teenagers at home, The Brat Pack is significantly more influenced by their
kids when making vacation decisions.
·

Three in four Brat Pack members report that their children influence vacation daily activities and
choice of destinations, compared to just two-thirds of travelers with teenagers.

·

Two in three select vacation destinations based primarily on the types of activities available for
children, compared to only a third of travelers with teenagers.

·

Six in ten Brat Pack members say their family vacations are entirely child-focused, compared to
just a quarter of travelers with teenagers.

·

In fact, almost half of The Brat Pack feels they are at the mercy of their children when making
vacation decisions, compared to only a quarter of travelers with teenagers. This percentage is up
12 points, from 35 percent in 2015 to 47 percent in 2016.

Overall, the influence exerted by children of The Brat Pack is growing. Compared to last year, the
influence of these children on planning daily vacation activities is up 17 points, while their influence
on choice of destinations is up 16 points and accommodations selection is up 11 points.
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GenX and Travel
Gen Xers tend to have the most buying power and financial freedom of any generation right now.
Often overlooked, Gen Xers might not be the largest (or coolest) market out there, but they’re the
generation with the most money and time to spend on travel.
According to Millward Brown in their survey of China, Germany and the US, 68% of Gen Xers are the
chief shopper when it comes to big purchases such as travel and activities. 83% are working fulltime or part time and currently spend the most money on travel compared to their younger or older
counterparts. On average, they will spend $627 during each day of travel.
Another survey found that 61% of American Gen Xers have children at home, meaning that family life
is very much a priority and so their travel plans tend to line up with school holidays.
For Gen Xers, multi-generational travel is the norm.
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·
·
·
·

The ability to relax and unwind.
Family or group-focused options.
The option to work while on vacation.
Uncomplicated travel. Xers are less likely to look for help from a travel agent,
but far more likely to look for a nicer hotel, amenities, and plan their trips further ahead.
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Most Gen Xers are looking for:

(Source: Trekksoft, Millward-Brown)
Expedia found that GenX:
· Take an average of 4 trips/year
· 88% prefer to explore the U.S.
· Relaxing (51%), visiting family (48%) and sight-seeing (48%) are the most
popular objectives for a vacation
· 68% stay in hotels, 17% in resorts, only 7% with family
· For 38% budget is not a factor in traveling
· Activities and once in a lifetime experience are most important
· 52% consider Facebook the most influential; 35% say they are not influenced by social media
· Over 50% consider ads to be influential
· Insights: GenX travels the fewest day per year. When they do, they spend more on hotels, 		
prefer relaxing trips, sight-seeing vacations and visiting family. 90% said that they look for 		
deals and read travel reviews before making a decision. 88% said that informative content 		
will influence their decisions.
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Millennials and Travel
Millennials remain the largest living generation in the United States and account for one-third of the
current working force. They are spending on average $1,130 less on travel than their elders.
Millennials are predicted to have the most buying power within the next five years, but Generation
X is still the reigning big spender when it comes to travel. This could be due to more familyfocused travel or relaxation trips that come with a few more amenities. Regardless of the reason, it’s
important to remember that with so much focus on Millennials right now, you may be missing out on
some of your best customers.
(Source: Trekksoft, Millward-Brown)
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·

They take an average of 5.6 trips/year

·

19% traveled outside of the U.S.

·

55% travel to relax, 50% to visit family and 42% for sight-seeing

·

61% fly to their destinations

·

69% stay in hotels, 8% with family or friends

·

For 74% budget is a primary factor

·

When planning 42% have already decided on a destination

·

52% use an Online Travel Agency, 51% a search engine, 41% ask for opinions

·

83% say you only live once and want to cross things from their “bucket list”

·

Activities and lifetime experiences are key

·

71% consider Facebook the most influential, Instagram is a #2 with 45%

·

67% looked for ads that are appealing vs 51% for informative

·

30% use their smartphones to book a trip
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Expedia found the following about Millennials:
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Baby Boomers and Travel
Boomers are heavily focused on visiting family, so they know where they want to go and how to get
there. They are less likely to be tied to a budget. When not visiting family they fill their time with
museums, historical sites, arts and culture and recommendations from locals.

The AARP found the following trends for 2017 among Baby Boomers:
·

99% of boomers said that they were planning on
taking at least one trip, though only 14% had booked the trip.

·

There was an average of 5 trips planned per year.

·

51% of boomers were planning to travel domestically.

·

44% plan to increase their domestic travel

·

43% expected to travel domestically and internationally, both.

·

The majority of the travel is expected to be during Spring and Summer

·

41% will use online resources to book all or part of the trip

Top concerns include:
o Cost: 43%
o Health: 34%
o Security: 28%
· 40% do not anticipate taking all of their vacation days;
10% expect to work at least during part of their vacation.
Most Baby Boomers are looking for:
· 57% of Boomers travel to spend time with loved ones.
· 39% take trips to step outside of their everyday life
· A large number wants to interact with locals:
50% of domestic intenders would like to eat a meal or tours with locals
(Source: Trekksoft AARP)
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Expedia found the following about Baby Boomers:
·

19% traveled outside of the U.S.

·

67% traveled to visit family; 19% for a romantic getaway

·

Only 51% flew to their destination; 38% drove

·

58% stayed in hotels; 18% with family or friends

·

Only 57% said that budget was a primary factor in deciding their vacation

·

56% had already decided on a destination when deciding on a trip, this highest.
GenX, at 42%, is the 2nd highest

·

54% used an Online Travel Agency (Millennials = 52%); 50% used a search engine
(Millennials = 51%); 45% used hotel sites, the highest of any group

·

Lowest of any group in exploring outdoors and being active (72%), taking
risks and getting destinations off the bucket list (60%) and preferring all-inclusive
vacations (52%)

·

Activities and deals are the two key drivers

·

60% say that they are not influenced by social media and, if they are, Facebook
has the lion’s share at 34%.

·

66% look at the content of the ad vs the imagery (53%) but 61% look at the deal

Domestic Trips by Boomers
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f. Solo female travel
Solo female travelers is a growing segment and their biggest concern when traveling is safety.
From a disapproving look to getting robbed to assault, these travelers are highly cautious when
picking a travel destination because they are well aware of the risks they’re taking when travelling
to a foreign land.

The average monthly search volume for the term “solo female travel” grew by
52% between 2016 and 2017, averaging 2,900 searches between October 2016
to September 2017.
Why is a 50% increase in a search term about solo female travel important to tour and activity
operators? Because it’s an indicator of a shift in the travel industry. Economically, women today
control more money ever before. In 2015, the BMO Wealth Institute estimated that 51% of personal
wealth in the US was controlled by women.
For 2018, Catalyst predict that women across the globe will control $40 trillion in consumer spending.
Surfside’s juxtaposition as a safe and relaxed destination within Miami offers a unique opportunity
to appeal to solo female travelers.
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The South Florida
Travel Market 2017
South Florida Travel Trends (2017)

Summary:
·
·
·

·
·
·
·

There were an estimated 15.86 million visitors who spent at least one night in Greater Miami &
The Beaches, a net gain of 0.9% vs. 2016.
International visitors represented 49.2% of all tourists and grew 2.3% vs. Domestic visitors who
represented 50.8 but decreased 0.5%.
Overnight visitors in 2017 spent $26 billion in direct expenditures; International visitors, who
represented 49.2% of tourists represented 62% of the spend, an index of 126. The $26 billion
represented an increase of 1.8% over 2016.
86.2% of visitors came to GM&TB for leisure vs 84.8% in 2016.
66.5% of visitors stayed in hotels/motels, an increase of 2.5% vs 2016 while staying with friends
and relatives decreased 7.3% to 29.1%
The absolute main attractions were weather (72.3% for Domestic visitors and 63.1% for 		
International) and the beaches (62.6% for domestic and 54.8% for international)
International visitors however, value shopping almost as much as the beach (53.4%)

The South Florida Market in Detail
South Florida’s almost 16 million visitors were evenly divided between International and Domestic
(49/51) so it is an area with a wide appeal.
Domestic vs. International Split
Domestic visitors have been creeping down slowly while international visitors have been growing a
bit faster.
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Our visitors come from all over the world:

Just about everyone
comes here for R&R
The number of visitors who come for fun
has increased dramatically over the past
five years, from 74% to 84%.
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And both, domestic and international visitors pretty much
enjoy the same things:
The overwhelming majority of visitors like our weather and beaches. For Surfside, this is great news,
as we offer both in a relaxed, friendly environment. For international visitors, shopping is a definite
allure (53.4%) and Surfside offers quick access to major shopping areas such as Bal Harbour Shops,
The Design District, and even Aventura Mall.
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But there are clear differences between domestic and international visitors
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Indeed shopping is a major component of every vacation:

Lodging, as a % of the average daily expenditure has been going down on both groups –mainly as
a reflection of the greater competitiveness of the market and online travel agencies (OTAs) while
shopping has been going up. In general International visitors spend almost 30% more than their
domestic counterpart, most of it in shopping.
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Most of our Visitors are GenX
But Millennials are a strong #2 so both generations are important to Surfside
Couples (54%) and families (29%) will remain key segments
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Most visitors stay in hotels and motels. Domestic visitors tend to prefer hotels more (75%) but among
international visitors, 57% stay in hotels and the trend has been decreasing.
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Where do our visitors stay?

Perhaps the greatest pressure to the hotel industry has come from “peer-to-peer” offers, of which
Airbnb is the best known. Both, domestic and international visitors use them more frequently (3.3%,
6.6%) but domestic visitors use it more.
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Addicted to the Sun and the Sand
Most visitors to Miami are recidivists.

This is especially true of domestic visitors:
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For Surfside this is a great advantage. A 2nd or 3rd time domestic visitor (85% of them) will
already have experienced South Beach, the Clubs, the noise, the grit, the high priced cocktails,
higher-priced restaurants and that introduction to Miami will be out of their system. They will
still come for the weather and the beaches, but now they are ready to explore a morecivilized
vacation.

This is where Surfside can come in strong

And visitors keep coming because, overall, yes, they really really like Miami.
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B.

Analyze Town’s Assets
and Challenges
TASK 2 : Conduct an objective Strength, Weakness, Opportunity, and Threats (SWOT) assessment of the Town’s major “assets” and “liabilities”
in relation to the travel and tourism industry.
It will include qualitative and quantitative data and
indicators to profile the strengths and weaknesses as a destination. The analysis also will include
comparisons to competing destination marketers;
assessment of market trends and dynamics affecting the travel and tourism industry.
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Surfside – SWOT and
Situational Analysis
Based on our three years of working with Surfside
in a marketing capacity, where we have had ample
opportunity to get first hand feedback from local
and international visitors, from local business owners
and hoteliers, as well as seen the results from our
campaigns and other efforts, we’ve put together an
objective SWOT analysis.
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Strengths
——Family Friendly
——No Night Clubs (Noise, Crowd)
——Beautiful Neighborhood
——Beach Access
——No Noise, No Crowds, No Rough Areas
——Beach Quality – Named by New Times Miami
as the “Most Beautiful Beach”
——New Hotels
——Quality Restaurants
——Walkable
——Safety Compared To Other Areas Of Miami
——Consistent Experience; No ‘Bad’ Areas Of Surfside
——Uptown Beachtown: Relaxed Beachtown In Midst
Of Popping Metropolitan Area
——Cleanliness
——Hotel For Every Travel Profile
(Every Budget, Something For Everyone)
——Walking Path, Community Center
——Nearby Attractions
——Proximity To International Airports FLL & Mia
——Proximity to the Miami Beach Convention Center
(same time to drive as from Brickell)
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Weaknesses
——Small town (in size, infrastructure)
——Limited Amenities
——Limited Activities
——No Nightlife
——A Lot Of Traffic in the most touristed areas
——Parking
——No Event Centers or large meeting spaces
——Closing Of Businesses
On Friday/ Saturday Sabbath
——Attractions Require Travel
——Not Close To Convention Center in
traditional terms (vs. Miami Beach)
——Not Close To Cruise Ports
——Few hotels
——Lack of diversity of restaurants and shops
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Opportunities
——The “Antidote” to the “Bad” Miami
——Capitalize on “family friendly” which is particularly
important to Gen X tourists
——Play up the contrast to the chaotic scene in
South Beach: no “wild” crowds, no endless cruising
down Ocean Drive, now crowded sidewalks, no
loud party scene
——Play up “The Best of Miami” without the “Worst
of Miami” (dirty streets, panhandlers, crime, noise,
crowds, partiers, drunken pools, drugs & alcohol)
——Show how attractive Surfside is for families who
want to “stay-and-play” or have a nice day away
from all the usual traffic, noise and chaos
——When the new Miami Beach Convention Center
opens, it will be faster to drive from Surfside
than from Brickell, presenting a clear advantage
to travelers.
——Some of these opportunities (e.g., the antidote to
the “bad” Miami) are especially strong for repeat
visitors (86% of the domestic market, 65% of the
international one) and will be addressed in
the creative.
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Threats
——South Beach offers more variety in restaurants
and nightlife
——South Beach has more brand recognition
on all fronts (nightlife, beaches, restaurants,
parties, trendiness)
——Similar surrounding areas (North Beach, Key
Biscayne) are closer to the “action” while
featuring relaxed beaches
——There is a chance that a “family-friendly”
positioning might be off-putting to
some demographics
——Business travelers may prefer to stay closer
to the convention center
——Bal Harbour offers more luxurious
accommodations and flagship luxury shopping
——Bal Harbour Shops construction may divert
shoppers to stay elsewhere.
——Environmental factors (like hurricanes, rising
sea level, beach erosion) may send visitors
looking for higher ground
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Competitive Landscape
For family-oriented vacation travelers focused on the beach, there are ample
choices in the Miami-Dade area:
1.

Miami Beach – of course, which is our state’s most famous destination. Analyzing MB’s key factors,
there is something interesting: Miami Beach is not Miami Beach… Miami Beach is South Beach.
a.

It has a sizeable advertising budget of course but, not only that, it has been promoting
itself, through events, PR, TV programs, movies, etc., for decades.
b. It undoubtedly has a huge “coolness” factor among may disparate groups (from hip-hop to
high fashion).
c. The reality of the experience however, is often completely different than the image. Its
traffic is congested, parking is scarce and expensive, many restaurants are expensive
products of hype, it is noisy, often feels unsafe to visitors and visitors are subject to constant
rip-offs from restaurants.
As part of our communication, we will also seek to piggyback on some Miami and the Beaches
tourism initiatives to increase visibility and efficiency.
For example, the GMCVB’s campaign #FoundInMiami has already featured some of Surfside’s social
media content, which we will continue to produce.
Likewise, we’ll also expand on other initiatives such as film month, romance month, and naturally,
Miami Spice and Miami Spa, their signature initiatives.
2.

Bal Harbour – perhaps our most direct competitor, Bal Harbour is very well known in key tourist
segments as being wealthy, stylish, but quiet and luxurious. Bal Harbour Shops offers a huge 		
incentive for luxury visitors (whether international or local) with it’s shopping and dining options.

There are, however, some key negatives:
a. Bal Harbour is not walkable at all. Other than the shops, there are no pedestrian-friendly
gathering places.
b. Parking is scarce and expensive.
c. The area is known (among locals) as a speed trap and this is a turn-off for visitors who get 		
speeding tickets for doing 40 on a 35.
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3.

Key Biscayne – The Village, as it is called by its residents, has a strong and very defined tourist
market. It is seen as a family-friendly, sophisticated, yet casual destination with luxury hotels,
beautiful beaches and a good infrastructure with restaurants, markets, etc. Key Biscayne does
not advertise.

4.

Sunny Isles Beach advertises and directly competes with Surfside. As a matter of fact,
Sunny Isles Beach has encroached on Surfside, as evidenced from its latest map of “Things to do”.
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All things considered, the positives for Surfside are strong
and can be converted into excellent opportunities.
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C.

Act as a Facilitator
of Key Input and
Reporting Sessions
TASK 3: Prepare, lead and facilitate major input
and presentation sessions, which may
include the Town’s Tourist Board, Commission, and
other stakeholders.
Utilizing the project protocols and criteria developed for the strategic plan, coordinate and document input, comments and rankings/selection of
recommendations.
130

A brand is the collection of positive
experiences over time
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Act as facilitator of key input and reporting sessions

We overheard that phrase in a conference call and it stuck with us over time. Because it is true.

At Jacober Creative we want to make sure that every experience that our
visitors have is positive and exceeds their expectations.
And it begins with Surfside itself.
Jacober Creative’s involvement with Surfside for the past three years has given us a very deep
understanding of what its business owners and hoteliers want and need from the Town’s tourism
efforts as well as a very realistic perspective of where we can benefit these businesses.
We propose these initiatives:
1. Dedicated Surfside Business Portal to hold all the data, information, white papers and any
other tourism oriented material. The landing site will be by approval only, so that only Surfside
businesses and stakeholders will be able to access it.
2. Tourism Board updates every quarter where we will review the latest trends, information
supplied by Surfside businesses.
3. Bi-Monthly conference call with rotating businesses where we will gather qualitative data
about trends, positive and negative aspects of Surfside and similar information.
We realize that some of these tasks will be challenging at the beginning, as business
participation has historically not been high. However, as the calls will be short and with a firm
agenda, we expect that within a few months, many businesses will not only see the value in
these informational activities, but will also contribute to them.
4. Travel & Tourism Awareness Campaign and how to capitalize on them for Surfside
stakeholders. Jacober will create this presentation and engage with stakeholders to give
them the presentation. The presentation will be available as a podcast in the
Jacober Creative website.
5. Create a Town of Surfside marketing sell sheet to attract new businesses to Surfside.
6. Quarterly reports – In addition to these points, we will continue with our quarterly report
which we will improve by including other KPIs and top level reports on media, promotions,
events and PR activity.
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D.

Prepare Marketing
Strategic Plan & Tactical
Implementation of Plan
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

BACKGROUND
MA RKETIN G & A DV ER T I SI N G ST R AT EGY
TARGETIN G
INTEGRATIO N
TIMING
INTERN ATIO N A L & D OM EST I C V I SI TOR S
a. Leveraging & Creating Trends
b. Data-Driven Approach
c. Search
d. Retargeting & Remarketing
e. Lookalikes
f. Social Media
g. Video
h. Tactical Digital
i. Email Marketing

7.

MIA MI DA DE R ESI D EN TS
a. Search and Retargeting
b. Native Advertising
c. Social Media
d. Video
e. Surfside App
f. SMS Campaign
h. Local Events
i. Surfside Newsletter
j. Surfside Blog

8 . THE FUTURE
a. Surfside Loyalty Card
b. Capture Screen
c. Surfside App
d. CRM
e. Pop Up Stores/Events
f. Website
g. AI Bot
h. AR/VR
TASK 4: Based on the information derived from
Tasks 1 through 3, Proposer shall develop a targeted marketing strategic plan, as well as tactics, and
detailed recommendations for implementation.
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2019 and Beyond – Executive Summary
For 2019 and beyond Jacober Creative seek to continue creating wealth for
Surfside by improving the quantity and quality of visitors to Surfside.
We will do this by:
•
•

Continuing and expanding our search and retargeting campaign to reach US domestic visitors
and international visitors from Europe and Latin America.
Creating a parallel campaign to attract local Miami-Dade residents to discover Surfside as a
dinner and staycation oasis.

This will create two revenue streams that will increase resort tax collections.
In addition we will strengthen these two revenue streams by:
•
•
•
•
•

Creating a program to gather information and consumer insights from actual visitors
Improving our website and app to increase engagement and collect emails from visitors
Creating a local Surfside campaign and other internal activities to highlight the
importance of tourism to Surfside
Expanding our email and CRM activities
Improving the local events program by making them more relevant and cost-effective

Together we will continue making Surfside a great place to visit
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Marketing and Advertising:
Strategy, Plans, Tactics

1. Background: 2017-18 Results
Jacober Creative – Results
There are two key tenets for any successful marketing campaign: measure and learn.
For three years, Jacober Creative has been implementing increasingly successful marketing efforts
for Surfside, tracking the results and improving on them. This is a real value for Surfside not only
because we can now provide a robust base of learnings, but also because we are well past any initial
learning curve and into optimization.
The 2017 campaign was a multi-pronged effort designed to reach and persuade several targets to
take action. These targets included:
·
International visitors from Europe and Latin America
·
Domestic visitors from key U.S. Markets
·
Local Miami-Dade residents
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Digital
o
o

o

PPC (Pay per Click) Search & Display (including Retargeting) which delivered:
2.6 million impressions in North America, Europe and Latin America in 4Q 2017 and Q1 2018
with a CTR of 0.52% and an average CPC of $1.32, which is well below (-14%) the industry 		
average of $1.53 (source: Wordstream)
A key aspect of our strategy is that we now have a fairly robust benchmarking for keywords
and can optimize continuously, decreasing the cost/keyword and improving results.
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The multipronged approach included:

SEO – Q1 2017 vs Q1 2018
o

Achieved a 62% increase in users, 53% increase in sessions and 12% increase in time spent on
the page

Social Media
o
o
o
o

Currently 10,104 followers, up 11.2% (Q1 2018 vs 4Q 2017)
Created 132 posts up 55% in the same period
Generated 1.2 million impressions, up 2,943% in the same period
Our short film “Wish You Were Here” generated 110,671 impressions with an outstanding 4,659
link clicks (CTR: 4.2%) and achieved a cost/action of $0.33
o For Q1 we have achieved:
• 586,836 impressions with 6,431 link clicks
• $13.11 CPM and $1.20 CPC

Surfside Blog
o

After introducing the blog to Surfside’s website in 2017, we have optimized the blog so and
achieved an increase in page views of 42% (quarter vs. quarter), a 73% increase in average
page views and a 3% increase in time spent on the page.

Website – We have been continuously improving the website. On a quarter vs. quarter basis,
we have achieved:
o 44% increase in page views and 46% increase in unique visitors
o 212% increase in referrals to partners, and a 333% increase in referrals to hotel
partners specifically.

Newsletter – On a quarter vs. quarter basis, we have achieved:
o 67% increase in opens; we continuously improve and test our materials
o 68% increase in clicks
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Other Media
Print
o

Ran in luxury media outlets such as Indulge, AFAR, New York Magazine, as well as hypertargeted publications such as the GMCVB’s Visitors Guide, Vacation Planner and Travel Planner
(a B2B publication)

Public Relations
After setting the key messaging and communications strategy, Jacober Creative obtained Surfside’s
only feature in a national print publication, American Way Magazine. The story was featured in
the November issue of American Way, which is distributed online and on every flight of American
Airlines, the largest airline in the world.
For 2018-19 and beyond we plan to continue optimizing Surfside’s marketing actions and budget.
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Use money wisely: Segment potential visitors by their most relevant passion points. Leverage a
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2. Marketing and Advertising Strategy:
Basic Principles
potential visitor’s search for “Miami” and channel them to Surfside.

Create wealth: use the budget to generate activities that will increase resort tax collections.
Propose new activities to generate revenues for Surfside businesses that will increase resort taxes.

Kaizen: Follow a philosophy of continuous improvement.
Total Integration: All platforms build on each other to amplify each message

Keep it simple,
effective, and doable.
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3. Marketing and Advertising Strategy:
Targeting
Two Different Efforts:

Gen X and Millenials
with Families.
+ Couples
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Primary Target:
International and Domestic US Families with GenX heads of households. Families (parties of 3 or
more) represent 28% of all visitors to South Florida.
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Marketing and Advertising Strategy: Targeting

As noted on Page 29 of the RFP, MMGY –a global travel group—found the following:
· Brat Pack families (those traveling with children under 12) represent a significant and economically
important segment of all vacationers.
· 19% percent of all vacationing Americans have children under 12 at home, representing an
estimated 11.2 million households.
· Three in four Brat Pack members report that their children influence vacation daily activities and
choice of destinations, compared to just two-thirds of travelers with teenagers.
· Two-thirds of The Brat Pack says their children influence accommodation selection, compared to
only half of travelers with teenagers.
· Two in three select vacation destinations based primarily on the types of activities available for
children, compared to only a third of travelers with teenagers.
· Six in ten Brat Pack members say their family vacations are entirely child-focused, compared to
just a quarter of travelers with teenagers.
In addition:
· They will appreciate Surfside’s family-friendly environment, beaches, walkable and safe areas away
from the usual noise and traffic of South Beach.
· Surfside has hotels that cater particularly well to families.
· They tend to spend more.

Secondary Target
Secondary Target: Young (around 25-40) couples in Miami-Dade who want to discover new
restaurants and venues and have “outgrown” the South Beach scene.
These couples are not necessarily childless, but they still go out as a couple with some frequency.
In Miami-Dade alone, there are about 300,000 households with incomes of over $60,000 per year.
There are also 534,000 people between 25 and 39. Evidently, we have a base from which to attract
locals to Surfside.
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Tertiary Target:
Upscale domestic US couples. Research points out that parties of 2 represent 54% of all visitors to
South Florida.
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Marketing and Advertising Strategy: Targeting

The couples we will be targeting, however, are not easily defined by conventional demographic
characteristics (income, age…) but by psychographic characteristics. We will seek to target
couples who have already been at least a couple of times and have “been there done that” when it
comes to Miami (namely: South Beach).
These couples appreciate three things:
1. Surfside’s central location and proximity to major attractions
2. Coming back to their hotel at night and not having to battle noise, grit and gridlock.
3. A pristine, easily accessible beach.
In addition, these couples will find the experiences that they are looking for, whether it is health &
wellness, dining, walking and “feeling human again” and more.
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4. Marketing and Advertising Strategy:
Integration

Search

Newsletter

Social
App
Native

VisitSurfsideFL.com

CRM
Database

Display
Booking

Hotel

Others

Both for International & Domestic visitors as well as for local residents, total channel integration will
be key for this exercise.

There are two key objectives:
1. Keep in touch with people who have already “raised their hands” as being interested in Surfside
and engage them on a continuous basis. These are valuable targets, they have shown not only
interest but also a willingness to receive our communications. We do not want them to
unsubscribe. Moreover, when people are pre-disposed to a certain product, they are more likely to
notice that products advertising and act on it.
2. Create referrals to increase our email database.
While every one of our messages (be it a banner, an email, a native ad or anything else) will carry a
stand-alone message designed to elicit action, they will all also link directly with the website and
the website becomes the centerpiece for our integration efforts.
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It is true that we still have “winter” and “summer” seasons in Greater Miami, however, except for a
marked low during back to school, the seasons are relatively flat.
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5. Marketing and Advertising Strategy:
Timing

Research suggests that most travelers will make major decisions (destination, airline, lodging) 2-3
months before their trip while they will make minor decisions (attractions, activities, restaurants)
on the spot.
However, with the relative flattening of travel, we will need to advertise continuously.
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6. Marketing and Advertising Strategy:
International and US Domestic Visitors
INTERN ATIONAL & D OM EST I C V I SI TOR S
a. Leveraging & Creating Trends
b. Data-Driven Approach
c. Search
d. Retargeting & Remarketing
e. Lookalikes
f. Social Media
g. Video
h. Tactical Digital
i. Email Marketing

Overarching Strategy:
International and US Domestic Visitors for 2018-19 and beyond:
· Continue the family-friendly message and expand our media footprint to reach more families.
· Expand our message to couples who have already been to Miami (85% of Domestic and 65% of
International visitors) to present the alternative to the headache that is South Beach: Surfside.
· Continue refining our keywords in order to increase the efficiency of our search efforts.
We will expand the use of our successful efforts as well as move into new ones.

a. Leveraging and Creating Trends
Because it is impossible to achieve everything with a limited (and even an unlimited) budget, we have
curated some of the trends and prioritized where we see that Surfside would benefit the most.
1. Power of Social – as part of the 2018-19 and beyond budget, we will be beefing up our social
media actions and extending them to international. For example, we will be requesting feedback
and reviews from stays in Surfside, asking for user-generated content and targeting Latin
American users.
2. Mobile Booking – we are studying ways in which the Surfside website and booking engine can be
made mobile. This is included in the budget.
3. Our approach has been solidly focused on GenXers, those with disposable budgets and families.
We will begin expanding to Millennials.
4. Health & Wellness – H&W is not something that is “town” oriented; there is no room for big
conventions in the hotels, however there are certain specific sub-trends such as Happy Retreats
and Architectural Wellness, in addition to developing healthy menus that can be done by
individual hotels and restaurants. We propose to create some guidelines as to the trends and get
involved with the hotels.
Additionally, we’ll be placing a stronger emphasis on Surfside’s built-in fitness opportunities in events
and through social media.
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b. Data-driven approach
Jacober Creative has been actively collecting as much data as possible during our three year
relationship with Surfside. This includes both quantitative and qualitative data. We are also fully
committed to improving the quantity and quality of our data collection.
This is important for two reasons:
· We know Surfside’s stakeholders and visitors extremely well and can create
communication efforts that appeal to both with a minimum “learning curve.”
· We have refined our media data and can effectively deploy actions across a
wide range of channels.
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Marketing and Advertising Strategy:
International and US Domestic Visitors

c. Search
Search & Retargeting will continue to be our primary media when reaching international and domestic
US visitors.
As part of the 2018-19 and beyond budget we will increase substantially our search and retargeting
budget which have already generated hundreds of referrals leading from the Surfside website into
hotels. We propose to designate about 80% of the search budget to international and USA domestic
visitors roughly 50/50 and about 20% to begin generating a desirable, upscale local resident market.
Search will continue to be our primary way to attract travelers to Surfside. Search has been an
efficient tool for Surfside and it reflects where the market already is. We have also consistently
optimized our search parameters so that costs have diminished over time.
Previously, we targeted three regions: US (Domestic Travel), Europe and Latin America. For 2018-19
and beyond we expect to target Miami-Dade and Broward residents.
Finally, it is hard to determine, with any degree of accuracy, what the evolution of the search budget
will be. Apart from the guidelines we set, search is very much a results-driven buy. As such, we plan
to continue mining all the different origins until we reach a point of diminishing return, upon which we
will either stop or diminish our investment in that particular market and move to the next one with a
positive ROI.

d. Retargeting & Remarketing
Part of the search budget has been very successfully used in retargeting visitors to the website and
remarketing to them.
We will continue this practice and expand it as much as possible. Obviously, in order to have a
successful retargeting program we need to generate leads, so search and acquisition will remain our
main thrust.
For example, costs for remarketing have ranged from a low of $9.56 for LATAM to $25.08 for US
Domestic & Canada.
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Marketing and Advertising Strategy:
International and US Domestic Visitors
e. Lookalikes
As part of the Search + Retargeting efforts, we will also begin to buy “lookalikes”. Lookalikes are
audiences that match existing audiences and, thus, are expected to behave the same way. These
matches are obtained by matching the information contained on the cookies: websites visited,
affinities, etc.
With lookalikes we expand our footprint in a sensible, cautious way which yield faster results.

Search is considered by the travel
industry as one of its key tools to
generate business:

And it really drives the travel
business. We will continue
optimizing based on the cost/
event from the website.
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f. Social Media

We will expand our social media efforts. Social Media has been shown to be an extraordinary influence
in destination research. As part of the expansion we will encourage visitors to post in our FB and IG
pages. User-generated content has also been shown by research to be a major influencer.
Since word-of-mouth (WOM) is also one of the key components in deciding not only destinations but
also activities and hotels, our user-generated content will serve as a proxy to this WOM.
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Marketing and Advertising Strategy:
International and US Domestic Visitors

g. Video

We will increase the use of video on Social Media considerably. Video has been shown to increase
engagement and responses. We will use more video both on the feeds (Facebook and Instagram)
and on paid advertising. Video will run in several lengths: :08, :15 and :30, and will act as not only an
informational tool, but a draw for visitors to learn more and book on the website.

h. Tactical Digital

We will be using some tactical digital media to reach specialized groups. For example:
· Fitness. While the “wellness” industry is dominated by beauty and anti-aging products ($679
billion), the fitness and mind/body exercise segment is worth $390 billion.
We will select a handful of “clean” segments and develop specialized programs to attract
them to Surfside. These segments can include:
• Happy Retreats – value activities like morning hikes, yoga,
and meditation which work well in small spaces
• Mindfulness – which also works well in small
space and value classes and private instruction

i. Email Marketing/SMS & CRM

Research has also shown that email marketing is a key factor for travel, for 2018-19 an objective is to
amplify the current email program. This CRM program can be populated from information captured on
the website or from other sources.
As part of the CRM effort, we also plan to begin testing SMS messaging. SMS messaging is simple and
effective and can deliver very tactical and time-sensitive messages to visitors or interested parties.
For example: Text the word “donut” (without the quotes) to the short code 86329 and you will get a
coupon from Dunkin Donuts in a very engaging way. We can do the same thing for Surfside, where we
could ask visitors for their phone numbers in exchange for tactical officers.
CRM –both email and SMS—can be used to continue the idea of “Third Thursdays” or any such other
local regular event. This test should last about six months and, at that point, we can decide whether to
continue it or not.
Finally, both email and SMS can be used to ask for referrals as a way to extend Surfside’s footprint.
We expect that, initially, we would spend a few months researching vendors, explaining the idea
to businesses and getting buy-ins during our townhall meetings and conference calls, and then
negotiating with vendors.
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7. Marketing and Advertising Strategy:
Miami-Dade Residents
a. Search and Retargeting
b. Native Advertising
c. Social Media
d. Video
e. Surfside App
f. SMS Campaign
h. Local Events
i. Surfside Newsletter
j. Surfside Blog

The overarching objective for the local resident campaign will be to position Surfside as an attractive,
upscale, desirable dining destination.

a. Search & Retargeting
Search and retargeting will continue to play an important part of our local marketing efforts.
We will apply the same principle as we do for International and Domestic search and apply them
to the local markets.
We researched the cost of several keywords:
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b. Native Advertising
We will leverage the combination of influencer and trusted source that many premium dining/eating
out sites. Native advertising –which closely mimics the host site—has a higher CTR and engagement
than search and retargeting. This is an example of native advertising running in www.miami.com:
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Marketing and Advertising Strategy:
Miami-Dade Residents

Naturally, we will create thematic
native ads that closely mimic the
site. Native advertising is not only
inexpensive to produce, it is totally
flexible, so we can use different
headlines, pictures, color-schemes
and themes in order to optimize
response and conversion. It will
drive people to either a custom
landing page or the restaurant
page in our website.

c. Social Media
Social Media will be the third most important communication channel –
Social Media and, especially, Facebook, is credited by every group as being the most influential media.
When looking at booking a trip, for example, Facebook was named the most influential by:
· GenZ
64%
· Millennials
71%
· GenX
52%
· Baby Boomers
34%
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Marketing and Advertising Strategy:
Miami-Dade Residents
d. Video
We will increase the use of video on Social Media considerably. Video has been shown to increase
engagement and responses. We will use more video both on the feeds (Facebook and Instagram)
and on paid advertising. Video will run in several lengths: :08, :15 and :30

e. Surfside App
We will push the existing feature of being able to choose a restaurant according to cuisine style with
special offers in order to get our target group to try Surfside restaurants.
For 2019-2020 we will look into adding a “loyalty” component to the app for people to use in
Surfside restaurants, hotels and other businesses.
The loyalty component will be modeled after the Starbucks mobile app, the most successful mobile
payment app in the U.S., with over 110 million downloads on Android alone.
We will focus the program on creating reward points that can be collected from the dollar volume
spent on Surfside businesses.
For 2018-19 we will also create a specific “App Download” campaign, as the app is a great way to
communicate continuously to people already engaged with town of Surfside.
There will be some future improvements to the app (see the “Future” section)

f. SMS Campaign
We will also create an SMS/MMS campaign for local dining. SMS and MMS will be used to reach out
to users who have given us permission to user their phones with special offers. Typically, SMS/MMS
offers tend to be very tactical. For example: very time limited (e.g., 2 x 1 sushi only on Wednesday
at 7:00 pm), or special events (happy birthday, Paul, here’s a 2 x 1 drink offer for you all day today)
but overall, they are designed to elicit results right there and now. This is an example of how Dunkin’
Donuts used SMS to drive traffic to its local stores:
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The user texts “donuts” to 86329 and receives the offer. When clicking on the link, one is taken to the
offer itself, which is a swiping offer. If one gets 3 in a row one wins. Naturally, one never gets 3 in a
row. However, even if one doesn’t get it, one gets a coupon anyway.
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Marketing and Advertising Strategy:
Miami-Dade Residents

This is the end screen showing the whole donut range, the offer to get a special offer and the final
coupon which includes a QR code which can be read in any participating store.
Some key advantages:
·
These messages can be changed continuously in order to optimize responses.
·
No need to download anything
·
Can include video
In order to get opt-ins we propose to advertise the SMS number in the newsletter, emails, website
and will ask merchants and businesses to include it in their businesses.
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g. Local Events
Following our objectives of focusing on activities that will create wealth by adding to the resort tax
collected, we will continue promoting local events, will work with different companies to make the
events less costly.
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Marketing and Advertising Strategy:
Miami-Dade Residents

There will be several considerations:
1.
2.
3.

Will they appeal to a broader segment of our target audience?
Can they be piggybacked into simultaneous events or activities carried out by the GMCVB?
Can they be made more cost-efficient?

We will also be actively seeking partnerships with well-known brands (e.g., Publix, Chase, Wells
Fargo…) to add relevance and decrease costs.
These events will be advertised via email, newsletter, SMS and in the website as usual.

h. Surfside Newsletter
We will continue to expand the Surfside Newsletter.
Newsletters are a great way to keep with engaged fans. However, they must be kept fresh and
relevant in order to expand. Under Jacober Creative, the newsletter has expanded to almost 3,000
per month, almost 800 opens and 100 clicks to Surfside business links. So, evidently, it resonates with
our fans.
Among the features we plan to add in order to continue our climbing trend:
· Link to the Surfside online survey where users can fill it out and leave their contact information to
have a chance to win prizes (e.g., $50 gift card). This information goes directly into our CRM
· User generated content (pictures, videos) with the creation of a few monthly awards (e.g., best
beach picture, best food pictures, best hotel picture). All of the pictures will be curated by
Jacober Creative in conjunction with Surfside.

i. Surfside Blog
These new features will also be applied to the Surfside Blog.
The Surfside Blog under Jacober Creative has also seen a steady increase. Blog page views have
increased from an average of 1,050 (Nov-Dec 2017) to an average of 1,500 (Feb-Mar 2018) and a
quarter to quarter growth 73% in average paid views. Again, there is a resonance with our target
visitor which we will be leveraging.
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8. Marketing and Advertising Strategy:
The Future
Actions and Tactics that will increase Surfside’s Business
a. Surfside Loyalty Card
b. Capture Screen
c. Surfside App
d. CRM
e. Pop Up Stores/Events
f. Website
g. AI Bot
h. AR/VR

a. Surfside Loyalty Card
As we look at the next three years, we see the creation of even more tools and features that will
strengthen Surfside’s positioning as the premier Uptown Beachtown for International and U.S.
Domestic visitors and a welcome fine dining oasis for Miami-Dade locals. These include:
Creation of a Surfside Loyalty Card.

We will begin seeking companies that will handle a loyalty program on a shared-revenue basis, so
that there will not only be no cost to Surfside but perhaps even a slight gain. This card will give
bearers a percentage off in every participating establishment in Surfside. We will work with the town
to recruit as many establishments as possible prior to the launch of the card. The card will also have
its own page in the website and we will advertise the card in the newsletter, blog and SMS campaigns.
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b. Capture Screen
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Marketing and Advertising Strategy:
The Future

Capture Screen in the Website

The Surfside Website stands in the cross-roads of the entire marketing and advertising program.
Every media leads, in one way or another, to the website. The website is central for our booking
engine as well as to give presence and relevance to every business in Surfside.
This year, we propose the addition of an information capture screen to the www.visitsurfsidefl.com
website. The screen will pop up a few seconds after the person has opened the website and stayed
there, so as to not affect the rankings. As always, we will publish the privacy policy very transparently
and allow any user to proceed without filling in the information.
However, capture screens are a tried and true method of obtaining basic contact information from
users. Cookies will prevent users from seeing the screen multiple times.
The use of even small details like “city” will also allow us to fine tune and optimize our marketing
budget by allowing us to geo-target more effectively.
The information captured will, of course, be integrated immediately into our CRM database.
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Marketing and Advertising Strategy:
The Future
c. Surfside App

Improvements to the Surfside APP
We will be adding two major improvements which will increase engagements, visits and business:
1. Plan your own trip – This will allow Surfside visitors to plan their itineraries directly in the app.
Research proves that the large travel decisions (destination, airline, hotel) are made months in
advance. With this feature we hope to affect these decisions as well as the ones typically =
made in-situ.
2. UGC Platform – User Generated Content (UGC) not only creates engagement, it is high on the list
of what potential travelers want to see from any destination, as it shows “real reality”. The app will
allow people to post easily as well as get their specific permissions to use that content.
We will be supporting these features with a campaign to increase the number of downloads as well as
improve repeat usage of the app.

d. CRM

Improved CRM
As we noted before, email is one of the most effective tools for travel and tourism. We will be
improving our CRM several ways:
· Increasing the database – as noted, we plan several efforts, which go from capture screens to
asking our fans to forward emails to their friends, we will pay special attention to local residents, as
they have the opportunity to visit often.
· A/B Testing – We will be testing subject lines in order to improve our open rates.
· Customization – In order to make email more relevant, we plan to begin improving the data
associated with each user. We don’t plan to over-complicate this, however, if a person is interested
in events, the email should have an event-related headline and show events first.
· Automatization – there are several areas where automatization will yield excellent results:
o Welcome or initial email when the person signs up for the newsletter
o Anniversary emails when the person has been, say, 12 months in the mailing list
o Birthday emails with special offers

e. Pop-Up Stores/Events
Pop-up stores are very short-term stores used for a variety of purposes:
· For retailers to test their concepts
· For brands to hold special promotions or activities
For limited-time engagements from specialized companies
Pop-up stores are used successfully in many big cities (e.g., New York) to not only give flexibility to
retailing, but also to fill up empty spaces.
We propose the creation of a pop-up program in order to fill up empty stores along Harding Avenue.
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Some of the features of the program:
· Advertised via email and other media to ad agencies, PR companies, promotional and
merchandising agencies in the South Florida area (Miami-Dade + Broward)
· Advertised via internal communication: newsletter, Surfside Gazette, website, to merchants
in the area
· Specific communications to owners of the empty stores.
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Marketing and Advertising Strategy:
The Future

There will be a specific section on the website that will serve as “Pop-Up Central” and
which will feature:
· A place where owners can list their available space (with pictures, descriptions, asking rates)
· A booking engine where prospective customers can book locations
· Pictures and videos of successful pop-up stores and events for use in generating business
We will work with the Tourism Board to agilize the permitting process and make this project a viable
one that can generate tax revenues

f. Website Infrastructure Improvements
We will continue improving the website with new functionalities which will increase engagement at
every level: from potential visitors, businesses and local residents.
1. Language - we will deploy multilingual capabilities. The software will detect the native language of
the user, then serve the information in that language. This will increase engagement, time spent
and conversions.
2. We will also create a secure site within the website where each hotel, business and restaurant can
have their own page to upload files (for example, pictures of the store, menus…), stats and other
resources.
1.
2.
3.
		

Login protected
Easy to build
Businesses can quickly upload their own promotions, discount codes, etc., for use in the
newsletter, email blasts and other forms of advertising
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Marketing and Advertising Strategy:
The Future
g. AI Bot – Artificial Intelligence Bots
AI Bots are commonly used today to handle everything from customer-service live-chats to
selling on the web. We are already beginning to explore creating a Surfside AI Bot for use across
platforms: website, app and more.
There are several companies that use IBM’s Watson (the learning computer) to create bots that
not only guide a person through the decision-making process, but also that learn what people
want, how to answer specific questions and more. We have already spoken to one of the leading
ones, winner of Best Startup (Early Stage) at Emerge Americas, Chirrp.
You can see an example created for the city of Washington DC here:

There are innumerable advantages to the use of Artificial Intelligence but we would like to point
out a handful:
· It can not only sell, but also upsell visitors
· Because it is powered by Watson, it can handle thousands of simultaneous conversation
· There is an aspect of revenue share which is important: Chirrp can be programmed to “push”
certain things over others
· Huge bragging rights: Surfside would be one of the first tourism bureaus to use a bot and this
would grab desirable –and profitable—national attention.
We are currently evaluating vendors, pricing, capabilities, etc., for implementation over the
next year or two.
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h. AR/VR – Augmented Reality/Virtual Reality
There are two aspects to this, both of them medium term projects:
Augmented Reality – is the most common effect and can be used very effectively for Surfside:
· It is an interactive experience of a real-world environment whose elements are “augmented” by
computer-generated perceptual information, sometimes across multiple sensory modalities.
This allows us to present a hyper-real Surfside to potential visitors.
· Augmented reality is used to enhance natural environments or situations and offer
perceptually enriched experiences.
· With the help of advanced AR technologies (e.g. adding computer vision and object
recognition) the information about the surrounding real world of the user becomes interactive
and digitally manipulable.
· Information can be virtual or real – for example, a dinner in a restaurant, a stay at the beach, a
day at the spa.
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Marketing and Advertising Strategy:
The Future

This includes the creation of 360 videos.
Virtual Reality – which will take longer to implement, replaces the real world with something else
(digitally). There might be several ways in which we can make a VR experience profitable for Surfside
and fun for its visitors:
· A partnership with a manufacturer, such as Niantic, to have the next “Pokemon Go” in the
beach at Surfside
· A scavenger hunt that would employ virtual signposts along Surfside storefronts.
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Timeline: The Future
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Summary of Activities by Target
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We will be targeting all 10 of the top domestic markets.
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We will also be targeting eight of the
top 8 international markets
Top 8 International Markets
		

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

CANADA

660,600

689,700

696,597

661,767

655,149

COLOMBIA

455,341

528,196

554,606

615,612

627,924

ARGENTINA

485,276

427,043

432,168

492,671

533,070

BRAZIL

755,550

732,884

747,542

553,181

525,522

GERMANY

340,179

360,590

382,225

386,430

434,734

ENGLAND

287,688

307,251

325,993

338,707

333,288

FRANCE

192,362

205,827

208,914

214,137

223,345

COSTA RICA

189,822

199,883

212,276

214,399

212,255

4,012,396

4,047,731

4,136,630

4,090,465

4,129,006

7,259,900

7,506,100

7,624,200

7,798,200

56%

55%

Total Top 8

Total International
		
Top 8 as a %

7,131,700
56%

54%

53%
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E.

Additional Services
1 . EVEN TS
2. P UBLIC RELAT I ON S
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1.

Surfside Events
Events Overview
•

When positioned and managed correctly, events can be a powerful incentive to attract visitors
to a destination. Events can be an immersive tool to further the guest experience and further
impress the qualities that make the destination unique.

Room For Improvement
•

•
•
•

•

Throughout our history of working with the Town of Surfside, we’ve seen events mainly
focused on attracting the local community, thus not furthering the overall marketing mission of
the Tourism Bureau.
We can make room for a broader range of marketing experiences that have a stronger
measurable ROI on increasing hotel occupancy and stimulating local businesses.
We’ve seen that regular event series, like Third Thursdays, has the ability to attract a strong
local following and give visitors a taste of a “local experience.”
However, when analyzing events from an ROI perspective, we propose focusing on events
that offer a strong brand recognition to the Town of Surfside, and move the marketing
message forward.
Opportunities for sponsorship programs help magnify the reach of the event, and alleviates the
financial burden for the Town of Surfside.
165
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Third Thursdays
With a more defined Health + Wellness integration
•

Inviting fitness studios to bring their class to Surfside.
Studios with large followings will also have a halo effect and improve
the event visibility.

Proposed Ideas
166
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Surfside Scavenger Hunt
•

Using the concept of an evergreen Surfside Scavenger Hunt as a way to
incentivize locals and visitors alike to experience Surfside beyond the event.

•

Scavenger Hunt could include stops at Surfside landmarks, local hotels, and
restaurants, helping bolster local businesses.

•

Helps further User Generated Content on social media by guests,
with amplification by the Town.

Proposed Ideas
168
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Surfside Coloring Book
•

A great way to further educate the general audience on what makes Surfside
unique, we propose creating a Surfside coloring book that illustrates the
Surfside landscape and educates kids and adults alike on Surfside’s
architecture, history, environmental initiatives, and of course, Sea Turtles!

•

The Coloring book would be brought to life in an oversized (temporary) mural
to be installed at Third Thursdays, and inviting guests to contribute by
painting a portion of the mural.

Proposed Ideas
170
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Symphony on The Beach
•

By partnering with a local music organization, such as the South Florida
Symphony or New World Symphony, offer guests an elevated musical
“pop-up” experience in Surfside.

Proposed Ideas
172
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Bootcamp and Brews
•

Furthering Surfside’s fitness focus, we propose a bootcamp on the
beach followed by a celebratory craft beer tasting.

•

Offers the opportunity to partner with a local brewery (there are many in
South Florida)

•

Sponsorship opportunities with several wellness brands abound

Proposed Ideas
1 74
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Budget
•

By limiting the overall events budget, we can make room for more
initiatives that have a stronger measurable ROI on advancing the
Tourism Bureau’s mission: increasing hotel occupancy and
stimulating local businesses.

•

Likewise, by inviting sponsorships from local brands and businesses
that align with these repurposed initiatives, we can augment the
visibility of each event, and limit the financial burden on the Town.

176
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2.

Surfside 2018 & Beyond
A PR Blueprint
Objectives
•

•
•

•
•

Build upon the positive momentum generated and expand the message strategy to connect
with new and desired audiences, while creating long-term loyalty through engaging
touchpoints.
Capture and keep national and international media interest in Surfside with ongoing strategic
and timely narratives.
Achieve positioning gold by developing and executing new partnerships and associations,
as well as devising creative approaches to disseminating Surfside’s tourism and
lifestyle messages.
Partner with local business owners to develop innovative campaigns that promote their
businesses and elevate the resident and guest experience in Surfside.
Integrate seamlessly with all Surfside marketing partners

Tonality
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fun, playful
Inclusive
Mod, chic
Authentic Local
Community-spirited
Multi-Cultural
177
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Proposed Activity
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hold fact-finding meeting with marketing team in order to form key messages and set the
future direction/ PR strategy for Visit Surfside
Draft strategic PR plan and timeline outlining initiatives and programs
Draft press materials including general destination release and other materials, as needed. No
more than one press release per quarter is included in this scope.
Own the development and planning of the experiential activity suggested in the
aforementioned campaigns, i.e. coordinating a Kosher Food Tour or FAM trip.
Build upon Media Kit by adding fact sheets, bylines and op-eds, as well as infographics.
Craft thoughtful media pitches (English and Spanish) and target local and national online, print
and broadcast media through ongoing media relations efforts

o Target outlets include: NPR, CNN Travel, Miami Herald, El Nuevo Herald,
Miami New Times, USA Today, Bloomberg, New York Times, CBS 4, WLRN, Travel & Leisure,
National Geographic, Travel Podcasts, Travel Channel, etc.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Follow-up with interested press, coordination of interviews, journalist visits to Surfside,
exchange of information and images, etc.
Gather editorial calendars and determine best fit for Surfside
Secure Surfside in key feature stories and roundup articles from the destination, personalities,
to culinary, hotels, etc.
Extend invitation to have top press experience Surfside
Draft talking points for media interview opportunities
Monitor conversations being held about Surfside to gauge sentiment around brand
Provide strategic PR counsel, as necessary
Participate in bi-weekly calls/meetings to discuss progress and next steps
Monitor media coverage and prepare monthly clip reports
Support with the development of touchpoints like a welcome letter from the mayor, branded
t-shirts, and digital extensions that will fully extend campaign ideas.
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Concept #1
A Kosher Cook’s Tour, Surfside
Background: With its Kosherland Market and dozen+ kosher restaurants, Surfside is a mecca
for kosher dining. And kosher is trending -- many Kosher food consumers are not even Jewish, but
instead buy for a variety of reasons including health, veganism, vegetarianism, allergies and other
religious restrictions.

Concept: Tap into the fanfare around foodie culture, healthy eating and ethnic dining, while
highlighting and promoting what is absolutely unique to Surfside through a “Kosher Cook’s Tour.”
Invite culinary schools and/or prominent chefs to experience Surfside and get a behind-the-scenes
look, learn best practices and ultimately vote for the Best Kosher Meal in Surfside.

Rationale: Promote the Surfside food scene and enhance its positioning as a culinary destination
(for locals and visitors alike). Provides a vehicle by which to better and more intimately connect with
area restaurant owners and chefs as well. This campaign offers multiple angles by which to generate
PR, and is ideal for multimedia and social media engagement.
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Concept #2
Surfside, the stress-free Miami
Background: Studies show that the least stressful cities have low traffic levels, great public
transport, abundant green spaces, lots of sunlight, low levels of pollution, and financially healthy
citizens. With its pristine beaches, low-scale buildings, fiscally fit populace, sunshine and walkable
town center, Surfside certainly meets the criteria. And when compared to Miami as a whole (which
ranks #5 as most stressful city in the world), the village truly offers an alternative relaxed
“Miami” experience.

Concept: To support this concept, consider commissioning a market research agency to conduct a
survey on Miami’s least stressful neighborhood. Alternatively, other survey options can be explored.
Create a PR campaign along with supporting materials that highlight Surfside’s stress-free ambiance
while showcasing various hotels, spas, community center, beach boardwalk and images of the Mayor
riding his skateboard to work, which exude the village’s relaxed vibe.

Rationale: Health & Wellness is one of Surfside’s main marketing themes. Plus, more Americans
are suffering from stress and anxiety according to this CBS News Article. In 2017, “stress” was one of
Google’s top 10 health-related searches. Offering a relaxing, detoxing and rejuvenating experience
will resonate with travelers from all around the USA and beyond, as well as “staycationers” looking to
unplug. This is precisely what Surfside has to offer. Creating content that aligns with these trending
conditions, Surfside’s core values and popular search terms will expand Surfside’s reach while adding
further dimension to its brand.
180
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Concept #3
Surfside, where all of South Florida is within reach
Background: South Florida, from Fort Lauderdale down to the Keys and from the Everglades to
the ocean, is as beautiful as it is sprawling. Where does a family looking to experience all of this stay?
In Surfside, visits to banner attractions like South Beach, Bal Harbor Shops, New World Symphony
and Aventura Mall are no more than a 15-minute uber ride. Getting to Sawgrass Mills, Everglades
National Park and key points of interest in Fort Lauderdale are just under an hour. Plus, easy access
to two international airports and cruise ports provide guests with more options for in-and-out travel. .

Concept: Promote Surfside as the perfect, secluded beach enclave for families interested in
accessing all of South Florida. This campaign idea calls for more than just a press release, but should
incorporate other touchpoints to make it come to life. Top-of-mind ideas include a FAM trip, an
interactive map with key points of interest, uber cost calculator, and perhaps a cost comparison with
beachfront hotels in nearby areas like Mid-Beach and South Beach so that tourists can tally all costs,
and compare. Also, consider producing a checklist similar to that of vehicle manufacturers, showing
how Surfside stacks up to the competition.

Rationale: This is one of Surfside’s best attributes, its central location. This will resonate with
travellers wanting to experience more than just South Beach and offers a great opportunity to
contrast and compare Surfside to its more popular neighbors, exposing tourists to this hidden gem of
a town.
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Concept #4
National Dog Day: August 26 The Dog Days of Summer in Surfside
Background: From Washington Post and the Today Show to Forbes, media like to cover National
Dog Day news. According to the American Veterinary Medical Association, nearly 40 percent of US
households own a dog and the pet industry in the US alone was expected to exceed $60.59 billion
in 2016.

Concept: Build a campaign around National Dog Day (August 26) that includes a month-long
series of special promotions and activations that will pique the interest of dog-lovers. Promotions/
activations can include hotel specials, yappy hours, pet movie outings and morning and evening dog
beach zones. Surfside can also host a National Dog Day Instagram competition, whereby entries are
asked to post photos of their four-legged best friends from Surfside’s Dog Park. Photo with the most
likes wins a $100 gift certificate to be used at any Surfside business.

Rationale: Accommodating Fido is big business in the US. In addition to the news outlets
mentioned above, there are numerous pet bloggers and influencers that can be included. It makes
sense for Surfside, which is family-oriented, community-centric and quirky. Also, provides an
opportunity to showcase local businesses and generate interest and demand during the
“slow season.”
182

Each of the aforementioned campaign ideas requires its own marketing plan detailing social media,
event building, community outreach and PR tactics. We envision producing a campaign per quarter.
If a particular campaign is extremely successful, we can extend or revisit at a later time.

Partnership
For the evolution of the Town of Surfside’s Tourism Public Relations and communications efforts, we
propose partnering with local PR firm, Alban Communications. Frances Alban has over 20 years of
experience leading international communications strategies for brands across tourism, real estate,
non-profit, and entertainment.
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Timeline

Frances Alban
An award-winning PR executive, with over 20 years of experience based out of two prominent communication
capitals - Miami and Los Angeles. Frances has a strong understanding of cultural sensitivities and differences,
and has employed effective and successful communication strategies with international clients and media. She is
a leader in the field with expertise in communications, digital platforms and blogging, strategic planning, public
speaking, crisis communication and branding. Tech-savvy and bilingual in English and Spanish.
PROFESSIONAL EX P ER I EN C E
Founder & CEO – Alban Communications, 2008 to present
Launched, branded and built this Coral Gables-based
communications agency that became the boutique
option for real estate companies, from brokerages to
developers, offering PR and digital services, as well as crisis
communications support. Branched out into new industries
such as the burgeoning arts community in Wynwood,
and became a go-to resource for art dealers, artists and
gallerists in need of marketing. Today, clients serviced run
the gamut from small to large, corporate and governmental
to non-profit, and span the industry spectrum.
Agency generates 6-figure sales and has been successfully
in operation for 10 years. I have personally hired, trained
and supervised staff and contractors, and supported,
mentored and motivated a team consisting of intern
and junior staff as well as senior consultants. Strong
leadership and community advocacy on my part has
led to multiple requests for speaking engagements and
panel presentations, mentorships and invitations to sit on
committees, such as the New World Symphony’s Friends
Executive Committee.
Director of PR – Majestic Properties, 2007-2008
Responsible for generating media interest for this Miamibased brokerage as well as its 300-plus agents. Produced
marketing workshops for agents to provide insights around
how to promote themselves or their listings and elaborated
on the importance of design, content and consistency
when creating a personal brand image. Created compelling
collateral for special events, e-blasts and promotional
giveaways that generated consistent top-of-mind presence
among key audiences.

Account Executive – Jack Morton Worldwide, 2003-2006
Key figure in the launch of this Los Angeles-based
global branding agency’s Latino division; co-wrote vision
statements, business plan and marketing action plan.
Directed new business development efforts through
research and in-field observations, determined cohesive
communication strategies and outlined opportunities
for further developing the firm’s pipeline. Supported
production and creative teams in the execution of
numerous big-scale events by creating timelines, clientfacing status reports, reconciling budgets, sourcing
vendors and more. Big box clients included McDonald’s,
Ritz-Carlton, Wolfgang Puck, Merle Norman, The California
Endowment Fund, Amgen, Toyota and Latina Magazine.
AWARDS
Miami Beach Chamber of Commerce, Innovative
Marketing Award (2017)
EDUCATION
Florida State University Tallahassee, Florida 1996-1999
B.S. in Communications
MEMBERSHIPS
Miami Beach Chamber of Commerce 2011 to present
Member
Young Arts 2014 to 2017 Member
The Wolfsonian 2016 to present Member
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Case Study #1
Visit Florida
What: Florida, the Sunshine State, has long been considered a sun & fun beach destination or the
home of Disney World. In 2008, Visit Florida wanted to transform perceptions and showcase Florida’s
rich cultural heritage and history.

How/Why: Frances Alban was hired as lead strategist to oversee the program, which was awarded
to Fort Lauderdale-based agency Starmark. Frances created a plan for the launch of the campaign
culminating with an announcement from then Governor Charlie Crist, and produced consistent
dialogue with target markets around “Viva Florida!,” the moniker of the newly branded campaign. The
multi-prong approach began at the local, community level and escalated to a national one.

Success: We liaised with numerous CVBs across the state, as well as dignitaries from Spain, to
build newsworthy content and leverage all relevant assets. We co-created activations that engaged
with residents and tourists alike, as well as interactive and engaging press materials with sharp and
captivating storylines, which resulted in earned media from all the major dailies throughout the state,
as well as national dailies and broadcast like The Boston Globe and CNN.

Case Study #2
Show Management
What: Show Management is the producer of the largest in-water boat shows around the world,
including the Miami Yacht & Brokerage Show as well as the Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show.
The organizers wanted to better connect with global audiences and the PR firm of record, Pierson
Grant, hired Frances Alban to lead both national and international marketing efforts for their 2013
shows.
How/Why: Within her first month of engagement, Frances liaised with Hello Sunny, the GFLCVB,
to organize a familiarization trip targeting key international markets. She was involved with all
aspects of planning the trip to ensure reporters were left spellbound with their Fort Lauderdale
experience. Travel reporters secured came from Mexico and Brazil’s top daily newspapers (O
Globo and La Reforma), Forbes and a prominent travel influencer and blogger out of Los Angeles.
Additionally, Frances devised a collaboration with the Russian-American Chamber of South Florida,
and a prominent Russian lifestyle magazine, to build a unique VIP experience targeting this highly
coveted consumer market at the Fort Lauderdale show.

Success: FAM Trip reporters produced prominent multi-page feature placements in their respective
outlets, which lead to enhanced media and general public interest in these key markets. We also
built a bridge connecting with local Russian expat VIPs, a noted consumer group. In one year’s time,
I successfully achieved all the PR goals as outlined by Show Management, making for an extremely
happy client and an extended contract.
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Airbnb in Sicily
What: This one’s a bit unconventional. Last year I embarked on a soul-searching trip to Italy (a la
Eat Pray Love) for my 39th birthday. I rented an Airbnb in one of the most beautiful romantic seaside
towns I’ve ever seen. Its owner would become my fiancé and the fairy-tale like love story became the
subject of national media attention.
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Case Study #3

How/Why: As a PR pro, I know a good story when I see one. So, I crafted my own human-interest
story and began pitching it to national outlets. My rationale was threefold:
1. To continue to build my portfolio and that of my agency’s
2. Get exposure for Roberto’s Airbnb in Cefalu
3. Begin building a bridge with the Italian market, where Alban Communications will be opening an
office in 2019.

Success: The article was featured in USA Today, Travel & Leisure, MSN.com and a bevy of
aggregator sites and blogs around the world. As a result of the article, Roberto experienced an uptick
in interest and bookings too. Today, I am following up with each of these outlets to secure wedding
coverage for my wedding June 14th, as part of a barter agreement with the hotel hosting the event.
Thus far, USA Today, Modern Luxury Weddings and Nexos in-flight have confirmed interest and will
likely publish follow-up coverage.
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F.

Complete Interim
Reports, Targeted
Industry Studies and
Tactical Implementation
Plan Final Report

TASK 5: Compile research, input analysis, draft
and/or revise Interim and Final Reports,draft and/or
revise recommendations and executive summary.
Provide graphics and content for all presentations
and interim reports.
186

and the Town, at agreed upon hourly rates to be negotiated and agreed upon, will
include the above listed tasks and the following tasks:
1. Design:
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A monthly retainer, not to exceed an amount to be negotiated between Proposer

a. Ongoing print and digital designs, as needed
2. Editorial:
a. Copywriting;
b. Visitor Social, blog, and email content creation
3. Marketing:
a. Email Marketing
b. Visitor Social Media Management
c. Media Strategy
d. Media Buying
e. Digital Advertising
4. Website:
a. Website Maintenance
b. Blog Updating and Optimization
5. Client Services:
a. Dedicated Account Executive
b. Monthly Reports to Surfside Tourism Director
c. Quarterly Updates with Tourism Board
6. Reporting and Analytics
a. Additional services that may or may not be required as marketing services:
7. Public Relations
8. Events
Additional services, as requested by the Town, may include, but not limited to,
Public Relations, local media advertisements, social media advertisements, photo
shoots, video production, and event planning. Additional services will be payable
based upon the agreed upon hourly rates.
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For 2019 and beyond Jacober Creative has expanded its
mission considerably. Our agency fee includes:
1. Account Managament
Strategic and Creative guidance of the entire account including:
• Communication strategy
• Creative concepts
• Coordination among all the communication channels and activities to leverage Surfside’s
branding and image
• Dedicated account executive
• Monthly Reports to Surfside Tourism Director
• Quarterly Updates with Tourism Board
• Monthly conference call as outlined in the proposal
• Quarterly meetings as outlined in the proposal
• Creation of a business-oriented strategy to draw more businesses to Surfside
• Coordination of all activities outlined in the proposal
• Negotiations with vendors to obtain the best financial conditions for Surfside
• Checking invoices to assure accuracy

2. Creative
•
•
•
•
•

Creative strategy
Copywriting
Visitor Social, blog, and email content creation as needed
Art Direction
Coordination of video and photo shoots as needed

3. Media
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Media Strategy
Coordination of media buying across all channels
Email Marketing
Visitor Social Media Management
Media Strategy
Supervision of Media Buying (Digital and Traditional)
Budget control
Campaign control including analyzing geographic & creative version results
Campaign post buy analysis and reporting, benchmarking
Campaign results and presentation to the board
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4. Website
•
•
•
•
•
•

Web strategy
Creation and implementation of new website features (as per the proposal)
Updating the board with new website trends and potential features that will increase
conversion and Surfside Business.
Website Maintenance including content, booking engine and other functionalities.
Blog Updating and Optimization
Negotiating with developers and other vendors

5. Events
•
•
•
•

Creation of event themes in conjunction with the board
Negotiations with vendors
Coordination of the events including email blasts, inclusion in social media,
inclusion in the website, etc.
Reporting on event results

6. Public Relations
•

Coordination and integration of PR activities into the general Surfside strategy to leverage
branding opportunities.
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DETAILED COST PROPOSAL
Category

Media

YEAR 1
YEAR 2
YEAR 3
Oct. 1 2017 Oct. 1 2018 Oct. 1 2019 Oct. 1 2020 Sept. 30 2018 Hours Sept 30 2019 Hours Sept 30 2020 Hours Sept. 30 2021

(01) Domestic US

Fam Trip + Influencer

$

22,000

$

22,000

$

22,000

$

22,000

(01) Domestic US

Public Relations

$

36,000

$

36,000

$

36,000

$

36,000

(01) Domestic US

Search, Retargeting, Lookalikes

$

24,000

$

40,000

$

40,000

$

45,000

(01) Domestic US

Social Media

$

-

$

12,000

$

12,000

$

18,000

(02) Europe

Search, Retargeting, Lookalikes

$

5,000

$

18,000

$

18,000

$

22,000

(03) Latam

Search, Retargeting, Lookalikes

$

6,000

$

12,000

$

18,000

$

20,000

(03) Latam

Social Media

$

-

$

-

$

11,000

$

12,000

(03) Z-Domestic US + Europe + Latam

SEO

$

-

$

36,000

$

36,000

$

36,000

(04) Local Miami Dade

GMCVB Digital

$

31,000

$

15,000

$

15,000

$

15,000

(04) Local Miami Dade

Native & Display

$

-

$

5,000

$

25,000

$

35,000

(04) Local Miami Dade

Search, Retargeting, Lookalikes

$

-

$

8,000

$

8,000

$

12,000

(04) Local Miami Dade

Local Events

$

-

$

120,000

$

120,000

$

120,000

(04) Local Miami Dade

Social Media

$

16,000

$

15,000

$

15,000

$

24,000

(05) Local Surfside

Fireworks

$

24,000

$

24,000

$

24,000

$

24,000

(05) Local Surfside

Holiday Lights

$

72,000

$

72,000

$

72,000

$

72,000

(05) Local Surfside

OOH Banners

$

24,000

$

24,000

$

24,000

$

24,000

(05) Local Surfside

Printing Costs

$

20,000

$

20,000

$

20,000

$

20,000

(05) Local Surfside

Surfside Internal Tourist Appreciation Posters$

-

$

5,000

$

5,000

$

5,000

(06) Research

Focus Groups

$

-

$

20,000

$

20,000

$

20,000

(06) Research

Intercept Surveys

$

-

$

5,000

$

5,000

$

5,000

(07) General

Photo or Video Shoot

$

-

$

35,000

$

35,000

$

35,000

(07) General

Software Licenses

$

8,000

$

8,000

$

8,000

$

8,000

(07) General

Tradeshow Support

$

75,000

$

75,000

$

75,000

$

75,000

(08) Website General Costs - Fixed Costs

Hosting

$

2,520

$

2,520

$

2,520

(08) Website General Costs - Fixed Costs

Jack Rabbit Licensing

$

5,000

$

5,000

$

5,000

(08) Website General Costs - Fixed Costs

User Generated Content: Web/App/Social

$

18,000

$

15,000

$

15,000

(09) Website General Costs - New Features

Multi-lingual Capabilites

$

-

48 $

7,200

13 $

1,867

(09) Website General Costs - New Features

Copy translation/ Proof Reading

$

5,000

$

5,000

(09) Website General Costs - New Features

Business Portal Secure Log In

26 $

4,000

(09) Website General Costs - New Features

Hotels - Detail Page

16 $

2,400

(09) Website General Costs - New Features

Restaurants - Search Functionality

8 $

1,200

(09) Website General Costs - New Features

Restaurants - Detail Page

16 $

2,400

(09) Website General Costs - New Features

Shops - Detail Page

8 $

1,200

(09) Website General Costs - New Features

Surfside Experiences

21 $

3,200

(09) Website General Costs - New Features

ADA Compliance - WCAG2

14 $

2,000

(09) Website General Costs - New Features

Surveys

7 $

1,000

(09) Website General Costs - New Features

AI (Travel Bot)/ML

94 $

14,000

35 $

5,000

(10) Hybrid & Progressive Web App

All site general features - English

94 $

14,000

17 $

2,500

17 $

2,500

(10) Hybrid & Progressive Web App

App Push Notification

20 $

3,000

(10) Hybrid & Progressive Web App

Trip Planner

11 $

1,600

32 $

4,667

16 $

2,333

(10) Hybrid & Progressive Web App

Google Mapping Integration

20 $

3,000

(10) Hybrid & Progressive Web App

Local Offers for Businesses

(11) Agency Fee

Agency Fee

11 $

1,600

93 hours /

Grand Total

$
$

Target Budget (according to 5-Year Plan)
Difference (Over/Under)

96,000 month
459,000

93 hours /

93 hours /

$

167,400 month

$

167,400 month

$

167,400

$

860,520

$

887,287

$

911,620

$

861,000

$

887,324

$

913,944

$

480

$

37

$

2,324
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3.

4.

5.

6.

2.1

This Agreement shall become effective upon the Effective Date and shall
remain in effect for three (3) years. Thereafter, the Town shall have the
option to renew for three additional one (1) year terms; unless earlier
terminated in accordance with Paragraph 8.

2.2

Consultant agrees that time is of the essence and Consultant shall complete
the Services within the term of this Agreement, unless extended, in writing,
by the Town Manager.

Compensation and Payment.
3.1

Compensation for Services and Additional Services shall be provided by
Consultant in accordance with the hourly rates as described in the Schedule of
Rates, attached hereto as Exhibit “B.”

3.2

Consultant shall deliver an invoice to Town no more often than once per
month detailing Services completed and the amount due to Consultant
under this Agreement and shall not be in an amount to exceed $_TBD_.
Fees shall be paid in arrears each month, pursuant to Consultant’s
invoice, which shall be based upon the hourly rates as stated in the
Schedule of Rates. The Town shall pay the Consultant in accordance with
the Florida Prompt Payment Act after approval and acceptance of the
Services by the Town Manager.

Subconsultants.
4.1

The Consultant shall be responsible for all payments to any subconsultants
and shall maintain responsibility for all work related to the Services.

4.2

Consultant may only utilize the services of a particular subconsultant with
the prior written approval of the Town Manager, which approval shall be in
Town Manager’s sole and absolute discretion.

Town’s Responsibilities
5.1

Town shall make available any staff and representatives, and provide
criteria requested by Consultant to assist Consultant in providing the
Services, Deliverables, and Additional Services.

5.2

Upon Consultant’s request, Town shall reasonably cooperate in arranging
access to public information that may be required for Consultant to perform
the Services.

Consultant’s Responsibilities
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7.

6.1

The Consultant shall exercise the same degree of care, skill and diligence in
the performance of the Services as is ordinarily provided by a consultant
under similar circumstances. If at any time during the term of this
Agreement or within two (2) years from the completion of this Agreement,
it is determined that the Consultant’s Deliverables or Services are incorrect,
not properly rendered, defective, or fail to conform to Town requests, the
Consultant shall at Consultant’s sole expense, immediately correct its
Deliverables or Services.

6.2

The Consultant hereby warrants and represents that at all times during the
Term of this Agreement it shall maintain in good standing all required
licenses, certifications and permits required under Federal, State and local
laws applicable to and necessary to perform the Services for Town as an
independent contractor of the Town.

Conflict of Interest.
7.1

8.

9.

To avoid any conflict of interest or any appearance thereof, Consultant shall
not, for the term of this Agreement, provide any consulting services to any
private sector entities (developers, corporations, real estate investors, etc.),
with any current, or foreseeable, adversarial issues in the Town.

Termination.
8.1

The Town Manager, without cause, may terminate this Agreement upon
five (5) calendar days’ written notice to the Consultant, or immediately with
cause.

8.2

Upon receipt of the Town's written notice of termination, Consultant shall
immediately stop work on the project unless directed otherwise by the Town
Manager.

8.3

In the event of termination by the Town, the Consultant shall be paid for all
work accepted by the Town Manager up to the date of termination, provided
that the Consultant has first complied with the provisions of Paragraph 8.4.

8.4

The Consultant shall transfer all books, records, reports, working drafts,
documents, maps, and data pertaining to the Services and the project to the
Town, in a hard copy and electronic format within fourteen (14) days from
the date of the written notice of termination or the date of expiration of this
Agreement.

Insurance.
9.1

Consultant shall secure and maintain throughout the duration of this
Agreement, if selected, insurance of such types and in such amounts not less
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than those specified below as satisfactory to Town, naming the Town as an
Additional Insured, underwritten by a firm rated A-X or better by A.M. Best
and qualified to do business in the State of Florida. The insurance coverage
shall be primary insurance with respect to the Town, its officials,
employees, agents and volunteers naming the Town as additional insured.
Any insurance maintained by the Town shall be in excess of the
Consultant’s insurance and shall not contribute to the Consultant’s
insurance. The insurance coverages shall include at a minimum the
amounts set forth in this section and may be increased by the Town as it
deems necessary or prudent.
e. Commercial General Liability coverage with limits of liability
of not less than a $1,000,000 per Occurrence combined single
limit for Bodily Injury and Property Damage. This Liability
Insurance shall also include Completed Operations and Product
Liability coverages and eliminate the exclusion with respect to
property under the care, custody and control of Consultant. The
General Aggregate Liability limit and the Products/Completed
Operations Liability Aggregate limit shall be in the amount of
$2,000,000 each.
f. Workers Compensation and Employer’s Liability insurance, to
apply for all employees for statutory limits as required by
applicable State and Federal laws. The policy(ies) must include
Employer’s Liability with minimum limits of $1,000,000.00
each accident. No employee, subcontractor or agent of the
Consultant shall be allowed to provide Services pursuant to this
Agreement who is not covered by Worker’s Compensation
insurance.
g. Business Automobile Liability with minimum limits of
$1,000,000 per Occurrence, combined single limit for Bodily
Injury and Property Damage. Coverage must be afforded on a
form no more restrictive than the latest edition of the Business
Automobile Liability policy, without restrictive endorsements,
as filed by the Insurance Service Office, and must include
Owned, Hired, and Non-Owned Vehicles.
h. Professional Liability Insurance in an amount of not less than
Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) per occurrence, single
limit.
9.2

Certificate of Insurance. Certificates of Insurance shall be provided to the
Town, reflecting the Town as an Additional Insured (except with respect to
Professional Liability Insurance and Worker’s Compensation Insurance),
no later than ten (10) days after award of this Agreement and prior to the
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execution of this Agreement by Town and prior to commencing Services.
Each certificate shall include no less than (30) thirty-day advance written
notice to Town prior to cancellation, termination, or material alteration of
said policies or insurance. The Consultant shall be responsible for assuring
that the insurance certificates required by this Section remain in full force
and effect for the duration of this Agreement, including any extensions or
renewals that may be granted by the Town. The Certificates of Insurance
shall not only name the types of policy(ies) provided, but also shall refer
specifically to this Agreement and shall state that such insurance is as
required by this Agreement. The Town reserves the right to inspect and
return a certified copy of such policies, upon written request by the Town.
If a policy is due to expire prior to the completion of the Services, renewal
Certificates of Insurance shall be furnished thirty (30) calendar days prior
to the date of their policy expiration. Each policy certificate shall be
endorsed with a provision that not less than thirty (30) calendar days’
written notice shall be provided to the Town before any policy or coverage
is cancelled or restricted. Acceptance of the Certificate(s) is subject to
approval of the Town.

10.

9.3

Additional Insured. Except with respect to Professional Liability
Insurance and Worker’s Compensation Insurance, the Town is to be
specifically included as an Additional Insured for the liability of the Town
resulting from Services performed by or on behalf of the Consultant in
performance of this Agreement. The Consultant’s insurance, including that
applicable to the Town as an Additional Insured, shall apply on a primary
basis and any other insurance maintained by the Town shall be in excess of
and shall not contribute to the Consultant’s insurance. The Consultant’s
insurance shall contain a severability of interest provision providing that,
except with respect to the total limits of liability, the insurance shall apply
to each Insured or Additional Insured (for applicable policies) in the same
manner as if separate policies had been issued to each.

9.4

Deductibles. All deductibles or self-insured retentions must be declared
to and be reasonably approved by the Town. The Consultant shall be
responsible for the payment of any deductible or self-insured retentions in
the event of any claim.

9.5

The provisions of this section shall survive termination of this Agreement.

Nondiscrimination.
10.1

11.

During the term of this Agreement, Consultant shall not discriminate
against any of its employees or applicants for employment because of their
race, color, religion, sex, or national origin, and to abide by all Federal and
State laws regarding nondiscrimination

Attorneys Fees and Waiver of Jury Trial.
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12.

13.

11.1

In the event of any litigation arising out of this Agreement, the prevailing
party shall be entitled to recover its attorneys’ fees and costs, including the
fees and expenses of any paralegals, law clerks and legal assistants, and
including fees and expenses charged for representation at both the trial and
appellate levels.

11.2

IN THE EVENT OF ANY LITIGATION ARISING OUT OF THIS
AGREEMENT,
EACH
PARTY
HEREBY
KNOWINGLY,
IRREVOCABLY, VOLUNTARILY AND INTENTIONALLY WAIVES
ITS RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY.

Indemnification.
12.1

Consultant shall indemnify and hold harmless the Town, its officers, agents
and employees, from and against any and all demands, claims, losses, suits,
liabilities, causes of action, judgment or damages, arising from Consultant’s
performance or non-performance of any provision of this Agreement,
including, but not limited to, liabilities arising from contracts between the
Consultant and third parties made pursuant to this Agreement. Consultant
shall reimburse the Town for all its expenses including reasonable
attorneys’ fees and costs incurred in and about the defense of any such claim
or investigation and for any judgment or damages arising from Consultant’s
performance or non-performance of this Agreement.

12.2

The provisions of this section shall survive termination of this Agreement.

Notices/Authorized Representatives.
13.1

Any notices required by this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be
deemed to have been properly given if transmitted by hand-delivery, by
registered or certified mail with postage prepaid return receipt requested, or
by a private postal service, addressed to the parties (or their successors) at
the following addresses:

For the Town:

Guillermo Olmedillo
Town Manager
Town of Surfside
9293 Harding Avenue
Surfside, FL 33154

With a copy to:

Lillian Arango, Esq.
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16.2

Consultant agrees to keep and maintain public records in Consultant’s
possession or control in connection with Consultant’s performance under
this Agreement. Consultant additionally agrees to comply specifically with
the provisions of Section 119.0701, Florida Statutes. Consultant shall
ensure that public records that are exempt or confidential and exempt from
public records disclosure requirements are not disclosed, except as
authorized by law, for the duration of the Agreement, and following
completion of the Agreement until the records are transferred to the Town.

16.3

Upon request from the Town’s custodian of public records, Consultant shall
provide the Town with a copy of the requested records or allow the records
to be inspected or copied within a reasonable time at a cost that does not
exceed the cost provided by Chapter 119, Florida Statutes, or as otherwise
provided by law.

16.4

Unless otherwise provided by law, any and all records, including but not
limited to reports, surveys, and other data and documents provided or
created in connection with this Agreement are and shall remain the property
of the Town.

16.5

Upon completion of this Agreement or in the event of termination by either
party, any and all public records relating to the Agreement in the possession
of the Consultant shall be delivered by the Consultant to the Town Manager,
at no cost to the Town, within seven (7) days. All such records stored
electronically by Consultant shall be delivered to the Town in a format that
is compatible with the Town’s information technology systems. Once the
public records have been delivered upon completion or termination of this
Agreement, the Consultant shall destroy any and all duplicate public records
that are exempt or confidential and exempt from public records disclosure
requirements.

16.6

Any compensation due to Consultant shall be withheld until all records are
received as provided herein.

16.7

Consultant’s failure or refusal to comply with the provisions of this section
shall result in the immediate termination of this Agreement by the Town.

Section 119.0701(2)(a), Florida Statutes
IF THE CONSULTANT HAS QUESTIONS REGARDING
THE APPLICATION OF CHAPTER 119, FLORIDA
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STATUTES, TO THE CONSULTANT’S DUTY TO
PROVIDE PUBLIC RECORDS RELATING TO THIS
CONTRACT, CONTACT THE CUSTODIAN OF PUBLIC
RECORDS:
Custodian of Records: Sandra Novoa, MMC
Mailing address:
9293 Harding Avenue,
Surfside, Florida 33154
Telephone number:
305-861-4863
Email:
snovoa@townofsurfsidefl.gov
17.

Nonassignability.
17.1

18.

Severability.
18.1

19.

If any term or provision of this Agreement shall to any extent be held invalid
or unenforceable, the remainder of this Agreement shall not be affected
thereby, and each remaining term and provision of this Agreement shall be
valid and be enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law.

Independent Contractor.
19.1

20.

This Agreement shall not be assignable by Consultant unless such
assignment is first approved by the Town Manager. The Town is relying
upon the apparent qualifications and expertise of the Consultant, and such
firm’s familiarity with the Town’s area, circumstances and desires.

The Consultant and its employees, volunteers and agents shall be and
remain an independent contractor and not an agent or employee of the Town
with respect to all of the acts and services performed by and under the terms
of this Agreement. This Agreement shall not in any way be construed to
create a partnership, association or any other kind of joint undertaking,
enterprise or venture between the parties.

Compliance with Laws.
20.1

The Consultant shall comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, rules,
regulations, and lawful orders of public authorities in carrying out Services
under this Agreement, and in particular shall obtain all required permits
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from all jurisdictional agencies to perform the Services under this
Agreement at its own expense.
21.

Waiver
21.1

22.

Survival of Provisions
22.1

23.

Consultant shall comply with Section 287.133, Florida Statutes (Public
Entity Crimes Statute), notification of which is hereby incorporated herein
by reference, including execution of any required affidavit.

Counterparts
25.1

26.

The Consultant warrants that it has not employed or retained any company
or person, other than a bona fide employee working solely for the
Consultant, to solicit or secure this Agreement, and that it has not paid or
agreed to pay any person(s), company, corporation, individual or firm, other
than a bona fide employee working solely for the Consultant, any fee,
commission, percentage, gift, or any other consideration, contingent upon
or resulting from the award or making of this Agreement.

Public Entity Crimes Affidavit
24.1

25.

Any terms or conditions of either this Agreement that require acts beyond
the date of the term of the Agreement, shall survive termination of the
Agreement, shall remain in full force and effect unless and until the terms
or conditions are completed and shall be fully enforceable by either party.

Prohibition of Contingency Fees.
23.1

24.

The failure of either party to this Agreement to object to or to take
affirmative action with respect to any conduct of the other which is in
violation of the terms of this Agreement shall not be construed as a waiver
of the violation or breach, or of any future violation, breach or wrongful
conduct.

This Agreement may be executed in several counterparts, each of which
shall be deemed an original and such counterparts shall constitute one and
the same instrument.

Background Checks
26.1

The Consultant will be responsible for maintaining current background
checks on all employees and subcontractor employees involved in the
performance of the Services. Background checks must be performed prior
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have executed this Agreement on the day
and date first above written.
FOR THE TOWN:
TOWN OF SURFSIDE, a
Florida municipal corporation

By:
Guillermo Olmedillo, Town Manager
Date Executed:
Attest:

By: ________________________________
Sandra Novoa, Town Clerk, MMC

Approved as to Form and Legal Sufficiency:

By; _____________________________
Town Attorney
Weiss Serota Helfman Cole & Bierman, P.L.
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Jacober Creative complies with all federal and state and local laws related
to minimum wage, social security, and nondiscrimination, Americans with
Disabliities Act (ADA), unemployment compensation and workers compensation
Employees are hired based solely on Jacober Creative personnel requirements
and the qualifications of each individual candidate.
We do not tolerate nor condone discrimination due to age, race, color, religion,
sex, national origin or disability. We will comply with the spirit and letter of all
local, state and federal laws pertaining to employment. Furthermore, we will
not discriminate due to age, race, color, religion, sex, national origin or disability
when making decisions regarding termination of employees.

Jacober Associates Inc
Financial/Revenue Data

Jan - Dec 16
Revenue from Sales
Design
Consulting & Management
Visual Production
Web Design
Misc
Discounts
Total Revenue

340,322
34,305
124,068
273,529
3,511
-23,571
752,164

Jan - Dec 17
Revenue from Sales
Design
Consulting & Management
Visual Production
Web Design
Misc
Discounts
Total Revenue

314,171
295,327
36,961
154,955
1,300
-7,932
794,782

Busines Financial Overview
900,000
800,000
700,000
600,000
500,000
400,000
300,000
200,000
100,000
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

The information contained on this page is confidential and should be excluded from
the Public Portion of this RFP
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